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Students given
voice in award
selection process
Professor judged
by new criteria
By Loretta M( Carty
Spartan Daily
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Hundreds of teenagers gather at bus stops, street corners and parking lots to watch the cars cruising and to socialize.

INTO THE NIGHT
Night scene on Santa Clara Street Saturday evenings

By Blair Whitney
Spartan Daili Day Editor

Ihe traffic I ame to a standstill on Santa
so it Salta daN night when more than
20,000
I la ming Sharks fans spilled out of
01,1 ,11 10:33 p.m.
the SeIl is
’Me LUIS telli.1’,41,1 wt. it parry in progress
on Santa ( In a Si cct where cruisers, clubgoers and pedc.! I 1.111 i \,(1, iii Cady jammed
\huh( Street to King Road
the street h
along the Mot oughtai t histot ically known as
the "Heart ot sat) Hc."
"Everyone’s in guru nif 11100d after a winning
game." said ’5il Imam, a Shark’s season -ticket
holder. "We go out afterwards and don’t go
directly rItuAl nuts c1i’ls weekend night Santa Clara
Sttect t
th the noise of nightclub musi1111.11,am! their stereos. car horns and
(he VI/ill:5 of IIIMISAMIS Of people talking and
shomint2..

Downtown
After Dark
/ / p. m. Du, Arena traffic has &impaled, and
the ifreen are filling up slowly with eruisers. San
lase ’A teen curfew takes effect and curfew patrol officers twang by the Transit Mall and but yropy. Where
teenagers haw, gathered.
"It’s social hour, but all night long," said
Gabriel. 19. an SjSI student who came out to
cruise and meet it jilt’. Gabriel and other

cruisers Asked to be identified by their first
names only. Many described cruising as their
axial scene.
"I cruise and come out here to see and be
seen," Gabriel said. "I just want to hang ()tit.
meet girls."
Gabriel said he has been cruising since his
sophomore year at %milt Pleasant High
School.
"The average age of the cruisers is 16 to 25
years old," said Paul, 25, a cruiser who winks in
inventory control at an electronics company.
"I’ve been cruising since I turned 18," he said.
1 want to be out there and be accepted."
Paul said.
Paul cruises Santa Clara Street Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights in his 1988
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme. "I got the car tie
my graduation in 1989," he said.
"I’ve always been fascinated with the James
See Into The Night. Page 12

Steinbeck joins information age through CD-ROM
By Chris Morris
Spartan

Daily &aft Writer

Steinbeck Reseal. I I enter
oil luesdav afternoon umeiled the
first public showing of an interactive CD-ROM based on a John
Steinbeck novel.

the
demmistration
of
Steinbeck’s novel "Of Mice and
Men" on the CD-ROM took place
in the Engineering building.
Besides the full text of the novel
appearing oil the CD-ROM, it also
ittd*nlitefils such as colorful
terview with
graph 1,

Steinbeck’s third wife, Elaine; clips
from a 1958 musical of the story
and the 1992 film version which
starred John Malkovich ("In the
Line of Fire") and Gary Sinise
("Forest Gump"); photographs;
maps; and a biography of
Strinbe, k

Two teachers from Lynbrook
High School said they were
impressed with it and had interest
in using it to teach.
"We’ll be using it in the classroom for a variet of things.

Staff Wrner

For the first time, students will
have a voice in the selection of
annual
finthe
nominees
Outstanding Professor award at
SJSU, but that’s not the only
change in this year’s contest.
’There are a number of
changes, but there are several that
should interest students," said
James Brent, assistant professor of
political science and chair of the
nomination committee.
"Foremost is that we have dramatically changed the criteria that
will be used fur the selection. In
Outstanding
the
past.
the
Professor was selected both on
classmom teaching and by the
many other endeavors po .:,"7‘
have to do to get tenure to, i

By Leslie Farmer
Weiler

Asked to illustrate the ditto clues’ between
Spanish and Portuguese culture, HeraJdo da
Silva offers one striking illustration:
"In Portugal, a bullfighter fights from
horseback, and it’s forbidden by law to kill
the bull. Kill it bull; go to jail.
"Iii the Portuguese bullfights around
Tracy and Los Banos, instead of sticking bandarillas INTO a bull. the% stick them ON
with Velcro
thet e’s V(1,111 on the bull’s
back and on the ’darts as still."
Da Silva is SJSU’s one man Portuguese
language and culture program, and the reason the university can ol luu .1 major in the
languag, spoken by 182 million people
worhh, ,,Ii With ties to the local Portuguese

t iuiiiillLiiuitt lit rononues the tiadition ui
Portuguese tillure in the area that 1,, gull iii
the mid-19th ( entury with immigrai as from
the Azores.
There are more than one million people
of Portuguese ancestry in California, da
Silva said. The immigrants first arrived here
around the time of the Gold Rush, and
many became whalers. Half Moon Bay,
Carmel Cove and San Luis Obispo were
some of their whaling ports.
What can you do with a knowledge of
Portuguese? Da Silva has taught the culture
and language to such businesses as Apple
and Oracle, eager to penetrate the
Portuguese-speaking markets of Brazil,
Angola and Mozatnbique, Portugal’s former
«thirties in South America and Africa.

By Roger R. Ramirei
Spartan Daily Lin Editor

Those needing a few ITHmlents
of relief from the end of the
semester crunch can seek refuge
tonight in room 150 of the Music
building and listen to the sounds
of the SIM: World Repertory.
Ensemble’s Winter Concert at 7:30
p.m.
"People can look forward to a
spontaneous performance of
African-American musical tradition," said Royal Hartigan, S.M.’
music lecturer and organiier of
the event.
The concert will contain musical
renditions of jazz from a variety of
historical periods, Hartigan said.
There will be music from the
1920s, ’30s, ’40s, ’60s and (-silt
contemporary works by jai/ at lists
like John Coltrane and Fred Wei Han Ho.
Poets Latanya Smith and Flu sit
Dudley. will read a few of then
content p, Iran
poems
on
American issues to the accompaniment of the World Repent try
Ensemble.
( .iiest artist Frik Siserson, a special, o in play mg antique itustnurun-Ills And ’,MOO tuner for the
Sitil must( d(partment, will lend
his espernse to the performance
by playing the muted coronet and
bass sato phone to a Duke

See CD-ROM, page 4

Ai
In Portugal, a bullfighter fights
from horseback, and it’s forbidden
by law to kill the bull. Kill a bull; go
to jail.
Heraldo da Silva
SJSU language professor

PP
The language is easy to learn for a
Spanish speaker and one of the easier languages for someone whose first language is

Royal Hartigan
SJSU music lecturer

PP
Ellington numbet called "Fast St.
Louis Toodle-drs)."
1 was asked to accompanV the
perhirmance to help in emulating
the solo style of the 1920s Duke
Ellington band," Sivers(nistid.
The 18-member band and 15member World Music Choir will
also perfOrm a piece by- John
Coltrane written especially for a
iman called "Naima."
"We will accompany ’Naima’
with the playing of African drumming to keep with the African American theme ot the piece."
Hartigan said.
Admission is free and the performance is expected to last alv nit
an hour and a halt.

Computer crashes
Spartan Daily Staff Report

lighsh. said da stk.’ 1, .1 Lam -based tan. a has much it ..mmon with English
he
ise much of Englisli is Latin-derived.
sht. ’’s program also offer courses in
Poi triguese culture. alternating Brazilian and European -Portuguese culture courses
each year.
About 50 students take Portuguese eat h
semester: half of them are of Portuguese
descent. I hough it is possible to earn a
bachelor ’s degree in Portuguese. most students take it as a minor.
The program, da Silva said, got its start in
1973 when the local Portuguese community
petitioned SJSU to offer courses in the language. For the first year the community subSee

People can look
forward to a spontaneous
performance of AfricanAmerican musical
tradition.

da Sava,

BCCdUSC of .1 computer crash,
many students didn’t get an
opportunity to register for classes
for the 1996 spring semester
through TOtiCH-SJSI. Tuesday.
Marilyn Radisch, the director o
registration, said the computer
was down until 2:30 p.m. To prevent a potential backlog, staff
informed students of the crash
and took sonic of the students’
schedules over the phone. Other
students registered personally in
the Admissions and Records
office.
The Admissions and Records
office will he open today from 8
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and TOUCHSJSU will be open.

page 4

Interview a no-go

Kids lag in school

Gingrich’s ethics

Innocent plea

0.J. Simpson met with a legal
analyst from CNN to discuss a
no-holds-barred interview, but
he and the network could not
agree on the terms.

Preschoolers whose mothers
are less educated or whose first
language isn’t English lag
behind other kids in school, a
study found.

Speaker Newt Gingrich could be
investigated by the House ethics
committee for raising taxdeductible contributions for a
college course he taught.

A Santa Clara University law
professor accused of stabbing his
wife to death pleaded innocent
to charges of murdermg his wife

Page 4

Page 6

Page 16
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See Awards, page 4

Winter concert to
play historical jazz

SJSU professor: one-man Portuguese cultural program
Spartan Daily Staff

scholarships, creative works, COMmunity service and published articles.
"This year the committee has
narrowed the focus to look more
exclusively at classroom teaching
and effectiveness in teaching," he
said.
Brent said a professor’s scholarship. community work and published work still counts, but only to
the extent that it helps him or her
do better in the classroom.
1 don’t think most students are
interested in how many publications a professor has done," Brent
said. "I think they are more interested in a good professor who
knows the material and is able to
communicate it effectively."
The way candidates are nominated has also changed; professors
may no longer nominate themselves. However, anyone affiliated
students, alumni. farwith SIR’

-
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Actions Neatly Chained

Dear Santa, stuff SJSU’s stockings
Anight last week while fading to sleep,
I woke with a start at a faint little beep.
It was my flea market digital watch with its
buz/ing chime.
I peered through the gloaming to view the time.
The midnight hour was not what caught my glance,
but a simple FRI I put ants in my pants.
Oh my gosh, oh my goodness, I did not even remember,
this sleepy, yawny morning ’twas the first of December.
I lept from my bed, my brain all aflutter
to slide across the hardwood floor like slick no-fat butter (margarine doesn’t rhyme)
I squatted to my haunches on a musty bean bag.
My eyes struggled to focus through their late night
slipped on the screen and whirled on the drive.
Fingers danced ’cross the keyboard, my sugar plum
five.
I settled in like the Buddha, took a breath, my deep
thinking pause
and these words twinkled forth

Newsroom Voices

That of your five sound senses ...
Amental exercise people sometimes indulge in
is figuring out which sense, if they had to be
deprived of one, they could best do without. I
occasionally indulge in such speculations, leaving
out the grim fact that in these matters one is seldom, if ever, given a choice.
Sight, I think; losing that, I would lose much of
my independence. As someone who takes issue with
the oozy sentiment that "people who need people"
are lucky (I would categorize the need as neutral, a
given, like the need of oxygen or food), I would
reject a disability that places me even more at other
humans’ mercy than I must be.
Hearing ... could I stand not ever hearing, except
in imagination, the slow part of "L’Inverno," or the
vertiginous downward sweep of the soul as Callas
sings the phrase, "Cendendo al duol’ crudel" from
"Don Carlo"?
Taste, maybe. Perhaps I could console myself of
its loss by becoming an elegant crane of a woman,
not a spare pound on my bones, and spend all my
grocery money on the dramatic fashions that only
look really good on people with the dimensions of a
coat hanger. Still, there is such consolation for the
long dark teatime (if not the dark night) of the soul
in mashed potatoes, or red wine, or darkest bittersweet chocolate.
If my sense of touch vanished like a blown-out
flame would I die, eventually, of touch deprivation,
as infants raised in incubators come close to doing?
Or, more prosaically, would I merely succumb to
overwhelming infection, unable, like people afflicted with Hansen’s disease, to monitor and treat the
casual injuries of everyday living?
What I know would be unutterably awful would
be the loss of a sense many people refer to
onlywhen it is offended: my beloved sense of
smell!
I have followed the smell of a single kind
of cookie baking across most of Salzburg
and back, led unerringly through the streets
of a city I had never seen before by the
unmistakable combination of butter, flour,
and spices in heavenly combination. The
nighttime streets of prewar Beirut in a
dubiously safe neighborhood have
sent me on a similar errand: Kak Bi
Yensoun, creamy-white, circular
rounds of delight, were sending
their siren smell out of some hidden bakery.
Some of my favorite smells have
caused me to suspect that one could
indeed, "Die of a rose, in aromatic

What I know would be
unutterably awful would be the
loss of a sense many people
refer to only when it is
offended: my beloved
sense of smell!
pain." Much as I love the scents of gardenia and
tuberose, a few hours with them in an unventilated
room sends a splitting ache through my head. Is it
possible that a stronger odor, in greater concentration, could induce seizures, coma, death (like the
innocent nutmeg, which in small quantities imparts
an incomparable flavor to holiday dishes)?
The impulse that sends a dog into ecstasies over
such delicacies as a pared-off piece of horse’s hoof,
not to mention even less savory items, is one that I
can only share in an attenuated fashion. I forget by
what ratio a human nose is inferior to a hound’s,
but it is a huge and humbling one. If a future incarnation brings me back as a dog. I may gain entrance
to a world of smells unknown to humanity, heavens
and infernos of smell that as a human I only dimly
apprehend.
Leslie Farmer is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

SJSU experience is relative to involvement
...you get more
out of your
university experience when you’re
involved in it.
the fountain and read a book.
Once you start seeing the school
as more than just a place to go to
class, you can move on to Step
TWo.
Step Two involves taking
advantage of the various events
and programs the university
offers. You can go and listen to a
panel discussion on Affirmative
Action, go to the Pub on open
mike night, go to the Art Gallery,
go see a play at the University
theater or go and cheer on the
football team at Spartan Stadium.
There are so many things going
on that it wouldn’t be a problem
to find something that interests
you.
The third and final phase is
getting involved in a campus
organization. Campus organizations provide a great opportunity
to gain new friends, hone and
develop your leadership skills
and also give you a sense of selffulfillment. Campus organizations consist of clubs, fraternities,
sororities, honor societies, resident hall government, and
Associated Students and its
respective boards.

SJSU has everything from A to
Z. Or more specifically from
(A)lpha Phi Omega Fratemity to
(Z)eta
Phi
Beta
Sorority.
Information on all campus organizations is located in the
Student Activities Office in the
Old Cafeteria Building. The key
is to find something that interests
you, whether it applies to your
major, hobby or recreational
sport. It’s all here, and if it’s not
then you could start it.
I know many people may say it
sounds easy to get involved, but
they just don’t have the time. The
reality is that most students here
have families, jobs, etc. that leave
them with very little time.
However, many of them still
find time to get involved. There
are events and club meetings in
the morning, noon and night, so
there is something for everyone
at anytime. By takings little interest in your school, you will find it
pays dividends that can last a lifetime.
If your experience at SJSU has
been a bad one, ask yourself if
you’ve done anything to get
involved. If you haven’t been
involved, then you should use the
three step method. If you do,
you’ll look back on your SJSU
experience and smile.
Isaiah L. Godwin
Junior
Political Science

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range of
opinions with the community,
and readers are encouraged to
express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a 300to 500-word essay (two double
spaced
pages)
on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions most be typed or
submitted on a 3.5" disk using
Microsoft
Word
on
the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente] Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237
or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA. 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.

I signed the e-mail simply,
Sincerely, A Buddy.
I glowed inside and my cheeks went ruddy.
I felt full and round myself, smiling like Sally
Struthers,
in the warm satisfaction of helping others.
Stanford and SCU would not take over the earth
and perhaps SJSU would begin its rebirth.
Hitting the send-key, 1 laid down to sleep,
and was startled again by another beep-beep.
"Address santaanorthpole.com unknown," the
screen read.
"Direct all e-mail to s_clauseleland.stanford.edu
instead."
Oh no, holy eggnog, oh mistletoe, oh shoot,
Santa had received a fellow from the Hoover Institute
Outside my window I heard sleigh bells and a bellowing call.
I startled and jumped in the din of it all.
The voice echoed out roundly
and spoke quite profoundly
"Merry Christmas to some, and to some a
good night
I’m no bleeding-heart liberal. This sleigh
leans to the right."
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Hallmark card.
The holidays are for charity, and giving and love.
Hey, Santa, SJSU needs any and all the above.
We never stole from the government, we have no spiritual vision.
Giving to SJSU is an easy decision.
Santa, I hope you heartily agree
that SJSU should have gifts under its Christmas palm
trees,
We are worthy, we contribute, we do our part.
Santa, you know this valley needs us, deep in your
heart.
So, merry Christmas, happy Hanukkah, good
Kwanzaa, and Winter Solstice.
I’ll dream sleepy winter dreams of holiday justice.
And perhaps I will wake on that December morn
to see anew spirit of giving be born.
Stanford and Santa Clara have all that they need.
This is no time to reward such greed.
Give the others some candy, or even a few tiny grants.
But give San Jose State University a holiday chance.

Justin Canter is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

On Donner, on Dasher, on Bliezen and
Caret, on Evans, on Fullerton, on Bunzel,
and Clark, fly to the south, ye tiny reindeer.
Left at the Hoover tower, and toward
the smog bank, steer.
Look for the light of the city, my venison friends
deliver the gift that good Santa sends.
SJSU is deserving, SJSU, it tries hard.
Send Stanford and SCU the

Opinion
page
policies

Campus View
If I took an informal poll asking
students how they felt about
SJSU, some students would say
they love it while others would say
they hate it.
I bet if! asked those same people who haven’t enjoyed their
experience at SJSU if they were
involved in the campus community, the overwhelming majority
would say no. The reason is that
you get more out of your university experience when you’re
involved in it.
San Jose State is a hard school
to get involved in because it isn’t
your typical university. In a ’typical’ university, your average age is
19, the majority of students live
on or near campus, the university
is the center of the city, and the
students work little, if at all.
In comparison, our average
age is 26 or 27, we are a commuter campus, we are one of
many institutions in the city and
the majority of us work at least
part time.
This situation may make it difficult to get involved, but it doesn’t prevent us from doing it. The
only difference is that students
here have to make more of an
effort to get involved. To make
this transition as smooth as possible for those who want to get
involved, I’ve devised a three-step
method.
Step One is to just start coming
to school a little earlier or staying
a little later and walking around
to see what is going on. Hang out
in front of the Union, play pool
or bowl in Sugaland, have coffee
in The Connection or just sit by

Dear Mr. Santa Claus,
I know you are busy at this time of the fiscal year.
I know you only have that one team of deer.
I know you love children
and toys you are building
I know the elves are good for nothing, lazy sex fiends
and don’t help you that much because I watched a
show about those kind of people in the "Wizard of
Oz" documentary on A&E.
But. Santa, oh Santa, can’t you do me one little favor?
It’s a gift for the people, MY people to savor.
You see, Santa, we here at MSC live down the street
from big, rich universities that we just can’t beat_
It’s not that we don’t give it our all, quite on the contrary.
It’s that my school does not have an army of deeppocketed gift faeries.
No, not a one, not one David Packard or Bill ’Billions’
Hewlett.
Not a Ted Turner, nor Walter H. Anneberg. Even with
Ueberoth we apparently blew it.
I was reading about a school called Stanford, my good
friend Santa.
To make a comparison, the Cardinals drink Coke,
The Spartans drink Fanta.
But those no good snots got a gift of $77.4 mill from
the aforementioned Hewlett and Packard.
Just for the honor of a stinking Stanford placard.
Now I ask you, dear Santa, what happened to charity?
Is good old compassion a modern era rarity?
Must the rich get richer as the needy suffer?
San Jose State University could use a stocking stuffer.
So, from you, my jelly-bellied friend, I ask for no personal present.
I have one unselfish wish for a holiday pleasant.
I vision a gift from our circuited silicon city,
a grant, an endowment, please, someone take
PitYOh, Santa, inspire, lead, set the tone.
Santa Clara and Stanford will do just fine on their

I vision a gift
from our circuited silicon city,
a grant, an endowment,
please,
someone take pity.
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Akbayan
1-21St General Meeting/
Elections 1:30psn. Spartan
Memorial.
Call 258-0725.
Akbayan
PCN Modern Dance
Workshop 7p.m.-9p.m. Events
Center Aerobics Rm.
Call (408) 534-1140
Asian Student Union
General Meeting 2:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 297-1466.
Buhver-Lytton English Society
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices Bldg. Rim 104.
Call 436-7471.
Earth Day Plamming
Committee
Earth Day ’96 Planning
lp.m. Ensirnotnental
Resource Center.
Call 924-5467.

Child Development Club
Meeting 4.30p.m.
Sweeney Hall 100
Call 945-4369.

The Listening Hour
World Reperatory Ensemble &
World Music Choir 12:30p.m.
1:15p.m. Music Bldg. Concert
Hall Call 9244631.

Weekly Calendar

AIKDO Club
Meeting 3p.ni.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West, Rm. 202.
Call 259-6816.

Catholic Campus Ministry
MASS 12:05p.m. 195 E. San
Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Career Center
Co-op Orientation 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

UME
TODAY

Simpson, CNN
can’t agree on
interview terms

THURSDAY

RTA
Fantasy & Strategy Club
RP(. Gaming 5p.m.-10p.m.
Student Union, (;ostantsui
Rm. Lall 9247097.

Korean Campus Crusade for
Christ
:roup Bible Study 5:30p.m
Business Classrooms 209
Call 9247933.

Pre-Optometry Club
New Members Needed 3p.m.
Science Bldg. Rm. 311
Call 924-2425.

KSJS 90.5FM
Public Affaits Programming
Radio Drama How 12noonlp.rn., From the Right 5p.m.6p.m.A Race For the Times
6p.m.-7p.m., Radio Azatlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.,
Bible Study 10p.m.-1 I p.m.
Call 955-4831.

Okinawan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Final ’95 Club Meeting/ T-shirt
Sale 4p.m. Spartan Complex
West, km. 202. Call 924-8759.

Circulo Hispanic (Spanish
Club)
X-mas Party Planning/
Tutoring 12noon-lp.m.
Student Union. (.tinned
Chambers Call 732-8024.

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale Donations Also Welcome
10a.m.-2p.m. Donations &
Sales Unit Walhquist Library
North, Rm. 408 Sc Clark Lobby
Call 9242705.

Unity Coalition
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Spartan Complex 30
Call 9245568.

Aaiun Americus Christian
Fellowship
Worship Meeting 7:30p.m.
Student Union, C’ostorioari
Rm. Call 286-6427.

Women’s Resource Center
Wimin for %Viotti...Support
group for lesbians, hi-sexual or
questioning women 6p.m.7:30p.m. Student Union,
MITIAdell RM.Call 924-6500.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
(amine, Club- Weekly Meeting
12noon Student Union,
Almaden Rm. Call 354-7347

Meteorology Seminar Series
A Lagrangian Particle Model
Applied to the Richmond
Toxic Spill 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Duncan Hall 61a
Call 9245200

SJSU Interdisciplinary
Demonstration Garden
Tending the Garden- planting,
watering 9:30a.m. Garden, near
Central Classroom Bldg.
Call (415) 2541348.

Sigma Pi Fraternity
Pearl Harbor Spglietti Feed,
tickets are $3 ap.m.-8p.m.
182 S. Tenth St.
Call 978-8796.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly Meeting 8p.m. Student
Union, Almaden 1bn.
Call 9247910.

KSJS 90.5FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m. This&That 5p.m.-6p.m.
Radio Azdan Public Affairs
7p.m.-7:30p.m.Cal1 955-4831.
Pilipino Engineering and
Science Organization (PESO)
Canned Food Drive all day
Student Union. Call 729-5239.

Iparta Gulden free!!! And available to ’Indents, faculty & staff assoctations. Deadline is .inn two days before pobli :mon. Forros available at 1/13H
allow for cart restrictions.
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court.
Lt.
Paid
Navy
Former
Thomasson contends he was
wrongfully discharged last summer
after he told his commander he
was gay. The discharge violated
Thomasson’s constitutional right
to free speech, said Allan B.
Moore, the former officer’s laws en.

IS not about tondo, ,
\l te said. "It is about
spect
the
had
Thomasson
"Lt.
courage and the honesty to say
who he is," he said.
Deputy Solicitor General Ed
Kiieedler argued that Thomasson’s
statement could he used to infer

ATLANTA (AP) Simpson met with a legal analyst
from Cable News Network to discuss a no-holds-barred interview,
but he and the network could
not agree on the terms, a CNN
spokesman said Tuesday.
Steve Haworth confirmed that
Simpson met with Greta Van
Susteren for four hours on
Saturday at Simpson’s home in
Los Angeles. He would not comment further except to say
"there are no plans for further
discussions at this time."
The
Atlanta
JournalConstitution reported ’Tuesday
that the interview would have
been with Van Susteren and her
fellow legal analyst, Roger
Cossack.
"If Mr. Simpson does want to
give someone an interview. I suspect that he would be the one to
announce it," Van Susteren said
Tuesday in an appearance on
CNN. "I simply don’t know who
he is going to give an interview

to and how it would be
announced.’
The newspaper also said
Simpson told Van Susteren that
he was planning a direct -to-market video about his life and the
trial.
Simpson was acquitted Oct. 3
in the slayings of his ex-wife
Nicole Brown Simpson and her
friend Ronald Goldman.
He agreed to an interview with
NBC a week after the verdict, but
backed out the day of the interview on advice of his attorneys.
They were concerned about a
wrongful death civil suit filed
against him by the victims’ families.
In Santa Monica, Calif., on
Monday, the judge in the civil
suit said Goldman’s father has
seven days to decide which of
Simpson’s confiscated possessions are crucial to his case.
Police and the district attorney
are still holding dozens of items
for possible use as evidence

Web browser to be
less like television

Entrtes may be edited to

Appeals court reviews gays in military policy
RICHMOND (Al’) - A federal
appeals court Tuesday asked sharp
questions about the Clinton
administration’s "don’t ask, don’t
tell" policy on gays in the military.
All 13 full-time judges of the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
heard the first challenge of the
policy to reach a federal appeals

3

that he would engage in homosexual acts.
questioned
judges
Some
whether Thomasson’s statement
was enough to get him discharged.
"What harm has Mr. Thomasson
done to the military?" Judge K.K.
Hall asked.

SAN DIEGO (Al’) - With the
ease of the World Wide Web and
the social interaction of a shopping mall, a planned computer
program will make on-line
browsing less like watching television, a researcher said Tuesday.
The program will toss out the
TV model of computer networking, where millions of users
anonymously retrieve information from broadcasters, said
Pavel Curtis, co-leader of the
Network Places project at the
Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center.
Instead, people would have a
presence in a "place" on the
Internet where they can interact

with other people through video
conferencing and work in a regular setting with or without the
help of others simply by clicking
a mouse.
"What do the on-line services
of the ’90s look like?" Curtis
asked. "One of the places you
can go is out onto the streets of a
virtual city where virtual storefronts are actually rented out to
real companies.
"What’s missing? People," he
said. "This is the software equivalent of the neutron bomb - all
the buildings are still there but
the people are wiped out."

CHEAP
We’re talking dirt.
Macintosh Performer 6214CD
sl!H RAW IGB hard drue.
(43 proancor. (:1)-ROtl alit
hater
15-color monitor keyboard. mouse and
all the solitaire you’re likely to need

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

Power Macintosh 7200/75 w/CD
NUB ROL 5001IB hard iirn1
liverlt."601proamv. quad peal ,D -ROM
drire 15" color monttor keyboard and mouse

Like, duh.

need to surf the Net. It allows you to step outside your world of lectures, pep rallies
Being a student is hard. So we’ve made buying a Macintosh’ easy. So easy, in
fact, that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their and studying and step into a world of endless possibilities. It’s the power that can
already low student prices. Also, right now, when you purchase an Apple’ computer keep you in touch with your supporters and the world.
The power of Macintosh. The power to he your hest7
you can get a great deal on the Apple Internet Connection Kit- everything you

Apple

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose State students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN
For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
-rorrr
li Pre 5.1 .11 coompotots tome orith mann Amonolooi Is merossort to Nowt to tb tolomet
Ins /Noll) ii truarrnar*
’,NOW, Int WA a a Inklimaril **olo. r
Mt**.
all .AwhilC P. Wen onar4 I s .1111, all mem 1051 ’NAV 0.171 HINI ’It 0,01
inabrdmala
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Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details.
Limited availability on certain products.
**While supplies last! Very limited quantities!
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Awards
From page 1
tilt-s and stall can nominate candidates.
Brent hopes to get a lot of student
participation: ’’We think that the people who see the teaching Me in better
positions to judge whether somebody
is a good teacher or not. Another
change is that students will now be
represented on the nominating committee. The committee consists of
etv.1,i fat tiltv members and two stu-

dents. The students are full members
and vote on everything, including the
no lll i l
-Fite two students on the committee are homecoming king MA queen,
/101111eS.
Kevin O’Kane
i1111 treated as an equal and am
encouraged to speak up on issues,"
O’Kane said. "I think students are the
best group to talk to about the effectiveness of a professor’s teaching abilities."

must be accom"Each mantilla
panied hr a letter stating why the professor vou have nominated should be
considered." said Bethany Sham,
chair of the academic senate.
The nominations close at noon
Tuesday; ballots can be picked up at
the following sites: department
offices, the academic senate office
and the Alumni (ffice. The nominees will be notified by letter and
asked if they want to continue in the

process.
The committee will consider the
nominees and make its recommendation to the academic senate.
The senate will send its recommendation to President Robert L Caret
for the final selection in midFebruary.
The award will be recognized at
the Honors Convocation in May of
1996, where the winner will be the
keynote speaker.

if
I think students are the best group to talk
about the effectiveness of a professor’s teaching
abilities.
Kevin Mane
Awards committee member

IP

CD-ROM
From page 1
including students who need help reading
the book as well as research on it, Barbara
Weisend said.
"It’s interactive; it causes (viewers) to
read beyond the text," Cherry Baugher
said. it also gives a push of technology to
the kids which we re already trying to
accomplish, and it gives them an image to

recreate from what’s published."
The CD-ROM was co-published by
Byron-Press
USA
and
Penguin
Multimedia. SJSU English Professor Susan
Shillinglaw, director of the research enter,
was a scholar consultant of the project,
which she believes was part of why the
research center received the advance copy.
Shillinglaw thinks the CD-ROM will be

beneficial to students.
"There’s a wealth of information on the
novel and about Steinbeck," she said.
Although Shillinglaw is excited about
the CD-ROM’s presentation, she believes
there is room for improvement.
"I think it has a lot of interesting material, but I wish it were a bit more focused at
times just on ’Of Mice and Men,’" she

da Silva
From page 1
sidized the textbooks and teacher, then the university
and state took over.
The Portuguese government and community have
,ntributed $100,000 to the program, of which
S00,000 is kept as an endowment.
Spanish instructor Juan Matallana, a colleague of
da Silva’s in the foreign languages department,
his students
described him as "an excellent teacher
love his classes, and that’s not because he makes them
easy."
Carmen Sigler, chair of the foreign languages
departinci t. praised da Silva’s dedication.
Last %, .11. she said. da Silva was the examiner in

Portuguese for the International Baccalaureate, a program offered in California by the San Jose Academy.
He also participated in the Unfinished Journey
Project through which college professors teach at
high schools in the hope of encouraging students to
attend college.
"He puts his heart and soul into the Portuguese
program," Sigler said. "He loves teaching, and he
even tutors students individually without charge. If he
weren’t here, we wouldn’t have a program, just a few
classes."

Reward offered for return of jewel can
AL S I IN. I cxas (AP)

Mitim

A mail making a donation to a
food di ic last month accidentally
gave av,ii a fake Campbell’s soup
can he 11N.<11 to hide family jewels.
Tom Cummins said he didn’t
notice the mistake until about a
week later. He said the can contained precious jewels, but wouldn’t be specific.
Camden, N.J.-based Campbell
Soup Co. on Monday said it would
match a $2,500 reward Cummins
has offered for the recovery of the
jewels.

"Here is someone in the course
of doing something good ... something bad happened to," company
spokeswoman Lisa Dougherty said.
A woman delivering food baskets to the needy’ in Abilene, 220
miles northwest of Austin, found a
bauble-filled
Campbell’s
can
among her goods Friday, but food
its
one
workers
doubt
the
drive
Cummins is seeking.
It contained fairly inexpensive
goods: a necklace, a chain belt, a
locket with a baby girl’s picture, a
quarter cut into two sets of initials
and a cameo. A woman who

answered the phone at the Food
Bank of Abilene, where the can
was collected, said the bank
receives no donations from Austin.
A call to Cummins’ office
Tuesday was not immediately
returned.
Austin police said they couldn’t
help Cummins because no crime
had been committed. Caritas, a
social service agency that runs the
received
that
food
pantry
Cummins’ donation, said it was
unsure what was done with the
can.

said. "I think for classroom use, it needs a
broader introductory."
Shillinglaw remains optimistic on the
success of interactive CD-ROMs of
authors’ works, because it’s a new field
that’s being pioneered.
"No one knows whether people will
read the text on a computer. That remains
to be seen," she said.

"Of Mice and Men" is the first in a series
of Steinbeck’s works that will eventually
appear on CD-ROM, Shillinglaw said. Two
of his novellas, ’The Pearl" and ’The Red
Pony," will appear together for the next
CD-ROM that s going to be released, and
"Grapes of Wrath" is the novel that is slated to follow, she said.

Study finds risk factors for
abilities of preschool children
Kids of less-educated,
enghsh as a second
language mothers lag
behind classmates
Preschoolers whose
WASHINGTON (AP)
mothers are less educated or whose first language
isn’t English lag behind other kids in their ability
to name colors, recognize the alphabet and count
to 20, a study found.
Most American children can handle those tasks
before their first day of kindergarten, plus hold a
pencil properly, button their clothes, speak so
strangers can understand them and write their
own first names, the Education Department study
found.
The findings are important because other studies link early skills to eventual academic performance, the department said.
Nicholas Zill, author of the study, cautioned the
findings should not overly concern a parent whose
child seems behind.
"It’s not like your child is doomed if they can’t
count at a certain age," Zill said Tuesday. "In fact,
there are very wide developmental differences
among individual children."

But the study does raise concerns about whole
groups of children who lag, Zill said. Hispanic children as a group, for example, had fewer literacy
skills when they entered kindergarten, the study
found.
Almost 98 percent of American children now
attend kindergarten. Most also attend at least
some preschool or day care before kindergarten.
Some children go into bilingual kindergarten or
first grade classes.
At-risk children who attend day care or
preschool are more likely to show early reading,
writing and counting skills, the study found. But
such programs did not lessen health, speech or
behavior problems.
The study looked at five risk factors: having a
mother who did not finish high school or whose
primary language is not English, and being born
to an unmarried mother, living in a single-parent
household or living in poverty.
Children with three or more factors about 15
percent of the nation’s estimated 8.6 million
showed the biggest lag in skills.
preschoolers
The survey came from telephone interviews with
the parents of a random sample of 4,423
preschoolers, ages 3 to 5. The data were collected
in 1993 by the department’s National Center for
Education Statistics.

Holiday demand for Barbie outstrips supply
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REGISTRATION
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World Wide Web
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(AP)
ANGELES
LOS
Demand for the 1995 Happy
Holidays Barbie is so high that
consumers who can’t find them
during the holiday rush will be
offered vouchers promising home
delivery next year, Mattel Inc. said
Tuesday.
With the voucher comes a photograph of Barbie wearing a glittery emerald green gown with a
white Victorian collar sporting
appliqued holly berries.
The vouchers go on sale Dec. 16
and the dolls are to be delivered
by April 30, 1996, said Mattel
spokeswoman Karen Stewart.
"This is an opportunity to Five
people who would like to give it as
a gift something tangible under
the tree. L’s not the same as getting the doll itself, but the photograph will say this is what it will
look like," Stewart said.
The doll is the eighth in an
annual series, but is the first to get
a second run of production or to
be sold through vouchers, she said.
were
nationwide
Shoppers
searching for the doll on the
Internet, posting at least 150 messages about long lines outside of
toy stores and empty shelves inside
since Thanksgiving.
Messages posted on Barbie collectors’ boards offer from $35 to
$175 for the doll, which is priced
in the mid-$30 range retail.
The Internet is also overflowing
with speculation and rumors as to
why the dolls are unavailable.
Some customers suspect Mattel
made fewer holiday dolls than in
previous years in order to increase

id
I’ve heard all of (the rumors). There was supposedly
a fire at a plant, a train derailment and a typhoon. But
the fact of the matter is, it wasn’t a big snafu. Demand
is simply greater than we had anticipated.
Karen Steward
Mattel spokeswoman

IP
demand. Others said they heard
the shortage was due to natural
disasters and manufacturing plant
problems.
Stewart denied any strategy was
involved. She said the company
made the same amount of dolls
this year as it did last year.
However, the company won’t say
how many dolls were made
because it keeps secret Special
Edition production numbers.
"I’ve heard all of (the rumors).
There was supposedly a fire at a
plant, a train derailment and a
typhoon. But the fact of the matter
is, it wasn’t a big snafu. Demand is
simply greater than we had anticipated," she said.
Mattel expects to begin delivering the dolls in early April, after
the custom fabric and hand-beaded accessories are available for the
resumption of production.
The dolls are a near sellout in a
season with no new smash toys.
In downtown San Antonio,
Texas, Toys Etc. owner Diane
Weakley said she had gotten her

Looking for Advanced GE courses? Why not try Philosophy ? *
Our offerings for the Spring 1996 semester are:
Course
Phil 103
Phil 104
Phil 107
Phil 110
Phil 116
Phil 122
Phil 100

Title

Time/Day

Satisfies GE area

0830-092(1 MWF
1900-2145 R
1900-2145 R
Philosophies of Asia
Philisophy and Literature 1900-2145 T
1200-1315 TB
Science, Technology, and
1330-1445 MW
Human Values
Ten sections
Professional and
Business Ethics
(see Schedule of Classes)
Social Justice
1500-1615 TB
Philosophy of Science
1230-1320 MWF
Philosophy of the Person

S+11
V+V
V+I I
V+H
S+Y
S-1-1(
R

* Nationwide, philosophy majors scores first among all fields in verbal
skills and third inanalytical skills on the GREs.

full order of 24 dolls but they were
sold in two weeks.
As for the vouchers, Weakley
didn’t plan to sell them.
"I’m not bothering with it," she
said. "A kid wants to see something
under the tree, not in March."
With hundreds of boxed Barbies
surrounding her in FAO Schwarz’s
Barbie wing in Seattle, Virginia
Anderson couldn’t find the holiday version of the doll for her 7year-old granddaughter.
It was her second strikeout, but
she didn’t let it phase her. Instead,
she picked up Whitney, a juvenile
version of Barbie.
"Children can’t get everything
they want, so I am not going to
look any more," Anderson confided with a giggle.
Collectors snapped up the
store’s 48 Happy Holidays Barbies
before the dolls even made it to
the shelves, said manager Jeff
Bryant.
"Now everybody’s looking for
them," he said, estimating the
store gets 10 to 15 calls per day.
In Johlison City, Tenn., doll collectors were buying the Barbies in
a manner reminiscent of the days
of Cabbage Patch dolls and
Teenage Mutant Ninja Thrtle Figures.
Some shoppers have waited
overnight for stores to let them in.
In Knoxville, Tenn., police were
called to break up a fight for dolls
when a Wal-Mart didn’t have
enough for 200 waiting customers.
The story was similar at FAO
Schwarz in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
where shoppers argued over the
last doll.
"Oh my God, we only got about
three shipments in this store and
they flew out," said a sales associate
named Donna, who wouldn’t give
her last name. "About three weeks
ago the boxes came in. They lasted
only. I can’t even say three days."
Site said she saw two shoppers
arguing over the last Happy
Holidays Barbie on FAO’ s shelves.

- - San Jose Mercury News, November 15, 1995
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Event Center
rail bonding
ABOVE: Eric
Achey of S&S
Welding has
spent the last
seven days
welding the new
rails for the
Event Center.
RIGHT: Erik
Nichols, who
works for the
SJSU maintenance department, carries old
railing from the
Event Center to
be recycled. The
rails are being
replaced with
600 feet of new
galvanized tube
steel.

PHOTOS RT
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Brown to
show in
TV debate
SAN FRANCIS( ()Al’,
Challenger Willie /howl’ promises
to show up fin Wednesday’s prime
tune teleiision debate with incumbent Mayor Frank Jordan, even
though lie missed the last
encounter.
Bank on Brown being on camera bit the 8 p.m. meeting on
KRON. spokesman P.J. Johnston
said on 1 uesday.
Jordan had the floor to himself
Monday night on KQED radio’s
Voice of the Voter program.
The former Assembly speaker,
who is leading in the polls, told
KQED he could not fit the appearance in his schedule.
"We’ve done more than 90
debates or candidates forums so
far," Johnston said. "I think voters
have: had access and will have
access to view and to hear him
(Brown)."
Jordan told his audience that
Brown "continues to say ’yes’ to
everybody and ’yes’ to everything."
"It’s not that he should be
debating me
he should be
debating the issues of San
Francisco," he said.
Brown
was busy Monday
announcing his plans for San
Francisco’s Municipal Railway.
His "100-Day Plan for Muni"
calls for two audits and the
appointment of a task force.
Riders, Muni officials, transit
experts and labor representatives
would make up the task force that
would develop standards of service
and recommendations on how to
implement them. Brown said.
One audit, written by the police,
would concern driver and passenger safety. The other would deal
with the installing 20 engines and
cooling systems, a job muni officials said they don’t have the
money to do.
Brown promised to fix the transit system within the first 100 days
of his administration.
"Muni is in a crisis situation a
state of eniergencv," Brown said
inside the New Montgomery station surrounded by BART and
Muni riders. -Buses don’t run on
time, buses are failing apart, riders
don’t feel safe, and nobody is
happy with the system."

Government fingers retailers that
sell sweatshop-made clothing
Despite profits,
retailers trying to
end unfair labor
practices
While
WASHINGTON (AP)
there could be big profits in selling
sweatshop-made apparel, some
retailers are trying to eradicate
such workplaces, and they got a
boost Tuesday when the government publicly identified them.
A consumer group is urging holiday shoppers to patronize these
stores, but retail trade associations
say the list excludes many companies that should have been mentioned, including some of the
nation’s largest and best-known
retailers.
The Labor Department’s Fair
Labor Trendsetters list named 31
retailers actively working to ensure
the clothing they sell is made in
shops complying with federal wage
and hour laws. The department
said the list was a "work in
progress" and other companies
may be added.
The list included retailers from
Abercrombie & Fitch to Victoria’s
Secret. Absent, however, were
many major retailers, including
.IC. Penney, Kmart, Montgomery
Ward and Sears Roebuck.
Many of the companies not

included 11.11c signed the National
Retail Fillet ation’s Statement of
Principles iimmitting them to
"legal
pl in ice and ethical business practices" in the apparel
industry.
the
hope
"We
sincerely
Department of Labor will continue
to pursue agreements and ciii, ’rcement actions with manilla( !liters,
the root of the pilibleni. iiiswad of
using scarce resources on high profile but ineffective (public relations) campaigns," said federation
President Tracy Mullin.
Labor SeCTerary Robert B. Reich
said the companies chosen are
committed to labor law compliance and cooperate with law
enforcement officials. They also
educate their suppliers about legal
requirements and monitor working conditioi
"Sonic in the garment industry
follow trends," Reich said. ’Others
go further and set them.
"These trendsetters take that
critical extra step," he added, by
making sure "that the sweat of
exploited workers is not part of a
garment’s design."
Consumers
National
The
League applauded Reich’s list as
useful to consumers in making
purchasing decisions.
"In the next few months, retailers and manufacturers will hear
this message from consi liners: ’We
expect you to aggress’ IV monitor

your suppliers and not peddle
sweatshop clothing,’" said league
President Linda Golodner.
The league’s contention was
supported by a recent survey
ducted for Marymount Universiti
in suburban Arlington, Va. It
found 69 percent of Americans are
more likely to shop at stores on the
list. And interviews with holidin
shoppers seemed to confirm the
poll.
Peggy Zapple of Washington
said she would use the list as a
shopping guide.
"I don’t want to see sweatshops
proliferate," she said. "I don’t want
to support sweatshops."
Joe Anderson of Arlington, Va..
agreed.
"I think it’s wrong to exploit
people," he said as he windowdowntown
shopped
in
Washington.
Reich stepped up department
efforts to stem abuses in the
nation’s garment industry last sumin
investigators
mer,
when
California found 68 Thai nationals
working under slave-labor conditions, surrounded by a fence
topped with razor wire.
The department has only 800
investigators to police the nation’s
6.5 million workplaces, including
22,000 registered sewing and garment shops where more than
850,000 workers are employed.

Jury awards $7.85 million in adoption case
a year prior to the birth,
at least
HUNTINGTON, \ \ a Al’)
A jury awarded $7.85 1111111,m to a the lawsuit said.
"I don’t care him stim.11 garcoat
doctor who accused a woman of
denying him parental rights by giv- it. They were selling this baby,"
Mast
-is told the state circuit court
ing their baby up for adoption to a
jury. Tittle was no such allegation
Canadiim couple.
however, and
in the lawsuit
Dr. John Kessel of Hi( ki s. N.(
had sought $95 million hom Anne Masters did ii.tt specify any
G. Conaty of Huntington, her par- amount of mimes I tying paid.
George Stolic. 1.1wyer for the
ents, her brother, and her lawyer,
Conatv Lund., and Le.out. said
David Leavitt.
out about the
The jury issued its award after when Kessel it
about five hours of deliberations pregnancy, he urged Ms ( mat\ to
have an abia lion, and she I clused
and a three-week trial,
Kessel’s lawyer Marvin Masters because of her Catholic upbringcontended that while his client WWI ing.
"She chose life for her child
trying to claim paternity in West
Virginia courts, Ms. Comity’s family instead of death." Swim said.
Stolze alst, a« .used Kessel of seehelped her go into hiding, give
birth in Los Angeles and have the ing another wi,111.III when he was
baby adopted in Canada. The baby engaged to Ms (.rtttaty. and of
harassing her din ing the pregnanwas born in July 1991.
Under Canadian law, an unmar- 91.
According to the Calgar
ried father has no parental rights
unless he lived with the mother for Herald, at least five similar adop-

tions it dying U.S. fathers have
been ballenged since 1989, and
Leavitt, who has a toll-free number
in Calgary though he is based in
California, was involved in four.
"The verdict came as quite a
shock," Leavitt said. The other
defendants declined to comment.
Kessel was awarded $2 million in
compensatory damages :laid $5.85
million in punitive damages. The
jury did not specify how compensatorv damages should be divided
among the five defendants, but
said Leavitt should pay $5 million
of the punitive damages and the
others lesser amounts.
In March, Canada changed its
adoption law to require that babies
adopted by Canadian couples be
Canadian citizens or legally admitted to Canada for permanent residence. Adoptions nmst be made
through licensed adoption agencies or provincial governments.

GET
SMART...
GET
INSURED I!!
You never Wm% %%hen an mum or illness is ykorming itsvkav tin\ ards von
’Ibis ear’s Student I lealth and Accident Insurance Plan. undcmritten b\
the Mid-West National life Insurance Compan of .lennessec can help
keep your health care costs affordable
This plan’s lovk rates and lo deductibles %\ ill help keep ou 110111
squinmng at the high COSI 14. lied h \..it C. lk smart - be pi-crated Can you
rcaIl afford not to be
Detailed information regarding this polio can be obtained from the
Associated Students Rumness ( )ffice or h calling toll-frcc
I-800-237400
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GOP governors attack Clinton Medicaid plan
mem to coverage for needy families, the elderly and disabled. He
has called for saving $54 billion
over seven sears.
The Republicans want to turn
Medicaid over to the states in
block grants, discarding most federal rules and entitlements and saving $163 billion over seven years.
States would still have to cover
poor ( hildren under 13 and pregnant isomer’, but they. could tailor
their ins-II I itt tilt packages.
Thompson, chairman of the
National Governors Association,
is the flexibility. We will
said. "(
t1I the poor."
Like’
Merl ill said, "Per capita caps
sound like reform. It is no reform

W
goverReputilRan Los makers
not s ’Tuesday att.u. ked President
Chinon’s altei name Medicaid pusposal as the woi st of all possible
worlds: cutting the leder.d funding
while keeping the nhuidates.
It "would cieate the biggest
unfunded imuidate ever," Rep.
ThomasI. Blilei.
R Va.. charged
at a news conti Ii JR e outside the
with
Goys.
Capitol
Tommy.
Thompson of Wisconsin and
Stephen
Merrill
of
New
Hanipshire.
Clinton has proposed putting a
cap on the growth of federal
Medicaid spending per poor peron. while etaining the entitle-

at all." He said the Health Care
Financing Administration would
have "to send hundreds more
bureaucrats to nitpick us on how
we are making decisions."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
appealed to leaders of the
American Medical Association
Tuesday to pressure the White
House and Congress to strike a
deal in the next three weeks on
Medicare, Medicaid and the rest of
the federal budget.
lithe- two parties fail to broker a
now,
deal
balanced-budget
Gingrich asserted, "you will see
interest rates skyrocket and the
stock market crash."
He was greeted with a headline

in The New York Times that read,
"Leaders of A.M.A. Critical of Plait
to Alter Medicaid."
The organization of almost
300,000 physicians has been an
enthusiastic supporter of the
GOP’s sweeping plan to overhaul
the Medicare program and save
$270 billion, but has refrained
from endorsing the Republican
Medicaid proposal.
The AMA’s policy is to "continue to support efforts to lower the
level of reductions in Medicaid
funding," according to a report to
the AMA’s board of trustees.
AMA President Lonnie R.
Bristow issued a statement saying,
"American Medical Association

Ai
Give us the flexibility. We will take care of the poor.
Tornmy Thompson
Wisconsin governor

ft
policy on Medicaid has been in
effect for a long time.
"We agree that state governments should have considerable
flexibility in deciding how these
federal funds are to be used. We
also support the continued provision of necessary medical services
for our most fragile populations,"

he said.
The House of Delegates, the
doctors’ policy-making body that
Gingrich addressed, was not making any change in its stance on
Medicaid.

Former White House lawyer won’t testify on Whitewater
WAsHINGIuN

Da\ if Kendall.
Kennedy said the meeting lasted
"two hours, maybe a little bit
longer."
Republicans
Committee
expressed doubt that the meeting
was covered by attorney-client priiliege, as both Kennedy and presidential adviser Bruce Lindsey have
stated.
"I have been instructed hi the
\Vhite House counsel’s offit e
to discuss" the Nov. 5 meeting,
Kennedy testified.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
pointed out that it would be up to
the Clintons to invoke the privilege
and that "it would seem to me"
that Kennedy’s participation in the
meeting would not be covered by
such a privilege.
.1-he privilege protects the confidentiality of conversations between
,Illd his lawyers.
Kennedy said he was not representing the Clintons at the meeting but was there simply as a witness with information relating to
Whitewater.
The Clintons’ personal attorneys

I tolls IlluSd.1, i, the Senate
Whmwater Committee about a
R.1110111

IneeillW, With

President

personal
1.MA CI’S,

lii inner ass,. late White House
counsel William Kelinedy became
the second presidential aide in a
week to decline to answer any
questions about what was discussed
in the conversation, which focused
oil Whitewater.
Three months before the Ni.
1993, meeting at the of e ii I t he
an. toss.
Clintons’
personal
Kennedy had two coml.: ...mons
with a Little Rock lawyer about
Whitewater-related allegations that
a municipal judge was making
against President Clinton.
Kennedv testified that he told
no one about the allegations
ho’...
Bernard
except
his
Nussbaum. Kennedy 1,Msed to say
whether he diseussetI hese alleganitimtig with
tions at tht
the Clinton.’ listsslio int hided prominent W.1,1111i0.1t,11 1.IWVer

id
I wonder it there is any basis on which anything at
that meeting could be protected by attorney client
privlige.
Orin Hatch, R-Utah
Senator

at the meeting were Kendall,
Denver lawyer James Lyons and
Steve Engstrom of Little Rock. The
presidential aides who attended
were Lindsey, Kennedy, Nussbaum
and associate White House Neil
Eggleston.
"I wonder if there is any basis on
which anything at that meeting
could be protected by attorneyclient privilege," Hatch said.
"Senator, I don’t think I agree
with you," Kennedy replied.
Last week, after Lindsey refused
to testify about the Whitewater
meeting, White House spokesman
Mark Fabiani said the discussion in
the office of the Clintons’ lawyers

did not touch on the U.S. attorney
in Little Rock, Ark., removing herself that day from Whitewater criminal investigations.
And Fabiani said there had been
no discussion at the meeting of
obtaining Whitewater-related documents from the Small Business
material that
Administration
was gathered by the White House a
week and a half after the meeting.
Fabiani added that the White
House wanted to try to work out
with the Senate committee the
issue of the meeting’s confidentiality.
After Fabiani’s comments, the
committee notified Kennedy that

it expects him to respond to questions about the meeting. The notification of Kennedy was disclosed
by a congressional source familiar
with the matter, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Senate Republicans also were to
question Kennedy about his two
discussions in August 1993 with
Little Rock lawyer Randy Coleman,
who was representing disgraced
Judge David Hale. Coleman told
Kennedy that Hale would allege
there were face-to-face meetings
with Clinton regarding Hale’s
loans to prominent Arkansas politicians at the time Clinton was governor.
On Monday, former federal
Whitewater investigator Jean Lewis
alleged that her privacy was invaded when an epithet she used to
describe President Clinton was disclosed by Richard Ben-Veniste, the
lawyer for the Senate panel’s
Democrats.
Lewis also filed the complaint
against the committee’s ranking
Democrat, Paul Sarbanes, asking
that the Senate Ethics Committee

discipline him and Ben-Veniste.
Ben-Veniste surprised Lewis last
week with a letter she wrote characterizing Clinton as a "lying bastard" for denying a long-running
Gennifer
with
relationship
Flowers. The reference to Clinton
was in a letter to a friend concerning Lewis’s 14-year-old stepson.
During Lewis’ testimony, committee Republicans pounced on
the reference to Flowers, saying
millions of Americans would agree
with Lewis’ assessment of Clinton’s
denials.
Ben-Veniste "acted properly in
this matter, which involved a disk
from a government computer used
by Jean Lewis at work, Sarbanes
said in a statement. "I welcome any
review of the matter which the
Ethics Committee deems appropriate."
Ben-Veniste introduced the letter to demonstrate that Lewis had
made derogatory comments about
the president on the eve of her
investigation into a savings and
loan owned by the Clintons’
Whitewater partners.

House Democrat files ethics complaint against Republican
i
-- A H.
I
miplaint Ills
li,:liocrat filed
against freshman Republican David
McIntosh of Indiana, alleging he had
forged a document and made a false statement on the House floor.
Rep. Louise Slaughter, D -N A". said
McIntosh’s activities sscre part id a pane’ii
intimidation aimed at silent ling to inn,.
that diin’t share his ciinservatixe it
-IC, NI, Catlin ism all tier again. mid
14,4
Snip it.- she said.
tesponded: "They’re follt
ic first rule of special -interest politics.
sour position on the merits is

timbatiamg, launch an attack on your
opponents."
The complaint was signed by Nan Aron,
president of the Alliance for Justice, a
coalition of civil rights and public interest
lobbying groups. A similar complaint had
been filed in October by consumer activist
Ralph Nader.
At a Sept. 214 hearing in his t :tiN,.nitnent
Reform subcommittee, Mb lilt osh had dist, tinned a document resembling the
Alliance’s letterhead, put porting to list
amounts of federal grants received by its
member organizations. It included no disclaimet s.,i ing it had been prepared by

McIntosh’s staff, and listed grants for at
least two groups that say they receive no
federal money.
Then during a floor discussion on Nov.
1, McIntosh quoted Aron as saying, "We
are not going to tell you ... how much taxpayer dollars go to our membership." In
fact, Aron said, she told McIntosh the
opposite at the bearing.
She said McIntosh aide John Praed had
sought to intimidate her group, requiring
answers to a long list of intrusive questions
and asking for a two-hour inteniew before
the hearing.
Alliance counsel Deborah Lewis asked

French unions rebuff attempts to end public strike
Dispute nears
second week
I.tepre_ Ailns
i of ,tilkihg public
!,idav rebuffed Premier
Alai
twe’s attempts to end the
wa
kow.
t wady ’2-week-old
"It is necessary to continue the
struggle," said Louis Viaiiiiet, head
of the General Confederation of
Workers, France’s largest labor
union.
Unionized workers has I. c% I died over the government’s plan to
freeze wages for 5 million public
employees and cut their retirement benefits in an effort to slash
I

a $65 billion budget deficit an
overhaul needed in part to get
France ready for a common
European currency expected by
1999.
A main bone of contention is
Juppe’s plan to make some public
workers pay social security taxes
for an extra 2 1/2 years, for a total
of 40 years, which would bring
them in line with what the private
sector pays.
"The strike continues," said
Marc Blondel, chief of the powerful Workers Force union.
On Tuesday, Juppe forcefully
reiterated his intention of sticking
to the government’s plan. "France
is at a crossroads," he told the

National Assembly. "France has to
choose between change and
decline."
Later, in a nationally televised
address, the prime minister said
bowing to union pressure and
withdrawing the plan "would be
against the interests of each of you
and of France."
Traffic again choked the French
capital today, the 13th day of a
strike that has paralyzed public
transportation nationwide and
severely curbed mail delivery.
But the traffic was noticeably
lighter than in previous days. It was
unclear whether that meant the
government’s emergency transport
service was working or more people were simply staying home.
The government has leased
hundreds of buses and 20 "bus
boats" on the Seine, but they still
carry only a fraction of the millions
of suburban commuters who normally depend on public transit.

The strike spread among public
workers with a teachers’ walkout
Tuesday. But the call has only been
partially followed in the various
public services, and largely
ignored by private sector workers.
More than 350,000 people
demonstrated Tuesday in cities
around France in protests that at
times turned violent. Strikers
clashed with police in Paris and
wounded 21 officers in Nantes in
the eastern region of Brittany.
spokesman
Socialist
Party
Francois Hollande called on the
premier to make the first move
with "a significant gesture" to the
workers.
But Justice Minister Jacques
Toubon today cautioned: "It’s
clear that we can’t negotiate the
reform. Changes are necessary and
we have to make them."
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Lured by L.A. tax break,
company bui? lds studi? o
1.0S \ NGELES (Al’)
Lured Its the biggest incentive
package tier offered by the city,
DreamWorks SKG has reportedly decided to build a studio and
office complex on 100 acres in
Playa Vista near Marina del Rey.
DreamWorks had been considering locating inland in suburban Burbank or on the nearby Universal Studios lot in an
unincorporated Los Angeles
County area of the Hollywood
Hills where it has temporarily
been located.
According to one analysis,
the DreamWorks complex
could generate about $500 million in new taxes and fees over
15 years for the city, county and
state governments.
If the deal clears several
bureaucratic hurdles, the 100acre Playa Vista site now owned
by real estate development firm
Maguire Thomas Partners will
be transformed into a "creative
campus" where more than
7,000 people work.
The City Council must
approve the plan; DreamWorks
officials must finalize deals to
bring several multimedia partners to the site; and financing
must be arranged.
DreamWorks executives said

dies will not comment until
next week, but city officials Were
already expressing elation.
"Symbolically, this shows that
LA. is back and we are the
place to do business," Mayor
Richard Riordan told the Los
Angeles Times. "DreamWorks
will also be a draw for many
other interactive media-type
companies and even other
types of businesses."
Riordan and other city officials have been struggling to
reverse the city’s image as business-unfriendly.
Studies by DreamWorks and
the city showed the project
could have cost $700 million.
The incentive package cuts
costs by eliminating most of $50
million in street construction
and transportation expenses,
allowing for the state to pay for
street and freeway improvements, halving the cost of linking the complex to the city
sewer system to $12 million,
allowing payment of about $10
million in upfront electrical
connection costs to be paid
over as long as 25 years, and
reducing licensing and utility
user taxes. The latter element
of the plan was said to be very
much in flux.

Thc Free KAPLAN Financial Aid Seminar

Los Gatos

Competitive rates for
younger drivers

Claims service at more
than 70 offices

Afford
College

Slaughter said she, too, had been a victim of intimidation tactics. The conservative group Americans for Tax Reform
mailed postcards to her political supporters calling her "the original tax-dollars-forlobbyists welfare queen."
Slaughter is a leading opponent of legislation proposed by McIntosh that would
cut off federal grants to groups that also
engage in advocacy before the federal government.

for more time because of the Jewish Rosh
Hashanah holiday, and Praed asked how
many people in the office would be
observing the holiday, Lewis said. When
she told him she would be off that day,
Praed asked, "Does that mean you have to
work Christmas?" she recalled.
Praed did not immediately return telephone calls seeking comment.
Aron said Praed also had contacted at
least one group allied with the American
Arts Alliance, which is a member of the
Alliance for Justice, and asked for mailing
labels for the group’s membership. The
organization refused.
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Enterprise, me of America’s fast growing and largest privately held companies, b currently expanding in the Bay Area. Ideal candidates will be motivated,
make -it -happen people who will have the ability to follow our fast paced
Management Training Piwgrain where growth and financial rewards come quickly.
’ BS/BA Degree required
Retail/sales experience a plus
All promotions to management 100% from within
All promotions based on performance and merit
Management incomes yearly 530,000-575,000 salary
Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K

Enterprise is America’s largest rental car company with over 2,043) locations and more than
18,000 employees. If you are energetic and success driven, we want to hear from you
For Menlo Park, Palo Alto, San lose, Santa Cruz & Monterey call and ask for Human
Resources at 400467-1300 or send resume to
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
226 Airport Parkway, Ste 600
San Jose, CA 90110
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White House preparing budget-balancing plan
WASHINGTON (Al’)
In the
first hint of movement at the budget talks, White House officials and
Democratic congressional leaders
said Tuesday they are preparing a
seven-year budget-balancing plan
that could be presented to
Republicans later this week.
Democrats seemed divided over
the size and timing of the proposal’s tax cuts, the precise size of
some spending cuts, and when it
would be unveiled. They said its
proposed savings in Medicare and
Medicaid would be similar to
reductions President Clinton proposed in a 10-year budget-balancing outline in June, but it probably
would seek deeper reductions in
many other domestic programs.
Whatever its final details, the
package would represent a step
forward at bipartisan budget nego-

tiations in the Capitol. Th
closed-door sessions fx-gait then
second week Tuesday as bargailiers
met for more than an hour and
once again reached no agree
merits.
"We probably won’t like what
they come up with," said Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kaii.,
who said he spoke to Clinton by
telephone Tuesday morning about
the Democratic plan. "At least
that’s what he told me. But that’s
at least a start."
Republicans have insisted that
bargaining cannot go very far until
Democrats produce a detailed
seven-year plan to eliminate the
deficit. The GOP pushed its own
seven-year
package
through
Congress last month, containing
deeper cuts and bigger tax reductions than Clinton prefers. The

Li
We probably won’t like what they come up with. At
least that’s what (Clinton) told me. But that’s at least a
start.
Bob Dole, R. Kan.
Senate Majority Leader

P9
president is likely to veto it this
week.
Democrats said they hoped their
plan’s presentation would force
Republicans to reveal how they
would protect Clinton’s top priorities Medicare, Medicaid, education and environment programs
slashes he considers drafrom
conian.

"We’re also hopeful at some
point Republicans would be willing
to put down an offer that responds
to out concerns," White House
chief of staff Leon Panetta told
reporters.
One immediate point of contention was sure to be the economic projections on which the plan is
being based. White House officials,

spealung on condition of anonymity, said the measure was basecl on
estimates by their own Office of
Nlanagement and Budget. Its fore, asts are more optimistic than
’hose used by Congress and would
rfillift- $475 billion less in savings
to eliminate the deficit.
Senate
Budget
Committee
hairman Pete Domenic*, R-N.M.,
...aid it would be "very hard to
negotiate" if the White House
package were based on its rosier
economic projections.
"It’s like negotiating two different
things,"
Domenici
told
reporters as bargaining began.
"Like a soccer field and a football
field."
Panetta said he expected the
package to be unveiled by the end
of this week. But in a sign that
Democrats are still making final

House negotiating to investigate Speaker
Lawyer may
examine Gingrich’s
use of tax law
WASHINGTON (AP) Republicans and
Democrats on the House ethics committee
have begun intense negotiations that could
lead to appointment of a special counsel to
investigate Speaker Newt Gingrich’s conduct, congressional sources said Tuesday
night.
The sources said Republicans offered
Tuesday to support appointing an outside
lawyer to investigate whether Gingrich, RGa., misused U.S. tax law in raising taxdeductible contributions for a college
course he taught.
A complaint filed a year ago contends that
the college course was really a fund-raising
tool of the Gingrich-led political action committee, GOPAC. The complaint says that if
the course was political rather than educational, the tax-deductible donations were
improper.
The sources were all familiar with the
negotiations but would not be quoted by
name. No further developments were
expected Tuesday night, although private

discussions were espy( led Wednesday. The
committee will also schedule a meeting
today.
The committee’s five Democrats are concerned that the panel’s five Republicans
want to limit the powers of a special counsel
imposing such a tight rein that the investigator could not range beyond the tax question.
Democrats want the probe, for instance,
to include whether the course material
produced with a taxpayer subsidy was
Improperly turned into Gingrich’s commercial book, "To Renew America."
One consideration under discussion by
Democrats is to allow Republicans to determine the scope of the counsel’s powers
but let the Democrats choose the counsel,
the sources said.
All committee members are aware that
the outside counsel who investigated former
Speaker Jim Wright, D-Texas, Richard
Phelan, aggressively expanded the initial
charges brought against Wright by Gingrich.
Wright resigned from office before the
committee reached a decision on his guilt or
innocence.
GOPAC documents released last week by
the Federal Election Commission in a civil
lawsuit against the GOP committee have
complicated the discussions, the sources

said.
Those documents, according to the EEC,
show that the Gingrich-led GOPAC was trying to influence federal elections especially Gingrich’s own before it was legally
registered as a federal PAC.
The Republican offer for a special counsel would not include a probe of whether
Gingrich violated federal election laws as
GOPAC’s leader. Democrats want to include
those allegations, highlighted in the documents.
No ethics complaint has been filed involving these documents, but House Democratic
Whip David Bonior, D-Mich., said he would
file one soon.
Meanwhile, the committee chairman,
Rep. Nancy Johnson, said Tuesday she was a
guest speaker at a few GOPAC events not
a key player and asserted she has no conflict of interest in the investigation.
The Connecticut Republican acknowledged that as a leader of moderate
Republicans, she spoke in person to GOPAC
meetings on health care and participated in
teleph.)iie briefings of candidates backed by
the tit ganization. Johnson said she did the
same hundreds of times to other Republican
groups.
"I believe that fill 111( to ha \ a conflict of
to be i the board,
interest, I would in

need to have organizational responsibilities
or a need to have some ongoing responsibilities within that organization, and I had
nont
she told reporters as she
headed into a closed meeting of her panel.
"My relationship to GOPAC has been as a
guest speaker and I consider, therefore, that
I have no conflict of interest."
All five Republicans on the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct the ethics
committee have had varying degrees of
involvement with GOPAC.
Rep. Steven Schiff, R-N.M., was the latest
to admit a connection, saying Tuesday, "I
think I was at one" GOPAC event. He couldn’t recall ail% details and said such problems
were inevitable in "a peer review’
The ciiiigiessional watchdog Common
Cause tried to increase the pressure on
Johnson, demanding in a letter that she
abstain from further involvement in the
Gingrich case and announce her supy,rt
for an outside counsel that Dem. ic rats have
wanted for months.
Common Cause President Ann McBride
said the investigation of Gingrich has
"reached a crisis point" and questioned
whether the House ethics process "can survive with any semblance of credibility."

Scientists fine tune Galileo instruments for Jupiter arrival
NASA sciLOS ANGELES (AP)
entists fine tuned equipment
aboard the Galileo spacecraft on
Tuesday for its momentous arrival
Thursday at the giant gaseous
planet Jupiter, following a six-year,
2.3 billion-mile trek.
"We’re battening down the
hatches and going into the storm
said William
at flank speed,
O’Neil, Galileo project manager at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena.
The instrument-laden spaceship
will pass through some strong radiation as it nears the planet, which
is 316 times more massive than
Earth. As it enters Jupiter’s system,
Galileo is expected to absorb a
radiation dose 35 to 40 times
greater than what will kill a
human.
"The greatest unknown right
now is what is the ... radiation environment going to do to us?"
O’Neil said.

"When we were building first view of the inner reaches of
Galileo, we put in a lot of shielding one of the solar system’s gaseous
to offset the expected effects of giant planets.
That in turn, promises to yield
Jupiter’s environment," said Matt
Landano, deputy mission director clues to the formation of the solar
at JPL, "but we won’t know how system.
On Thursday, anxious scientists
well a job we did until we fly
at JPL, which manages the Galileo
through it."
The six-vear, $1.6 billion mission mission, and at NASA’s Ames
hits a high point Thursday after- Research Center in Mountain
noon, when a cone-shape atmos- View, which built the probe, will
pheric probe released from the have to be satisfied with just a few
orbiter in July slams into the giant delayed confirmations that the
planet’s dense, gaseous atmos- probe is sending signals and that
phere at 106,000 miles an hour. It the orbiter is on course. Radio sigwill slow down and parachute nals take 52 minutes to travel from
through ammonia clouds to a Jupiter to Earth.
No pictures or atmospheric data
realm never before explored. It
will tell the mothership what it sees will be accessible until after inforinside Jupiter’s layers of lightning- mation captured on Galileo’s
pierced clouds and may detect once-balky tape recorder and its
computer is relayed to Earth
water rain.
The 746-pound capsule will through Deep Space Network staeventually melt and vaporize, but tions in California, Spain and
the signals it transmits to the 2 Australia. A first look should lx’
I 2 -ton orbiter will give man his available late in December.

Li
We’re battening down the hatches and going into the
storm at flank speed.
William O’Neil
Galileo project manager

P9
I he probe t ,011,1 transmit up to
ininott
Lila about chemical
composim i. !.i.liation, temperature, wind. .ind atmospheric presbefore coma( t is cut off and
the orbiter fires its engines to
(tiler a Ilso ital. limping !!! hit
in,,! JuputetAM! eight of its 16
u,11,
111.11,11Stitcltide111, Whit h

is high’s tot, attic, and Ganymede,
the hugest moon in the solar system.
On Monday, with the spat

2.2 million miles from Jupiter and
7,71, million miles from Earth,
N.Vs. \ s,Ieiltists sent radio signals
to ’mike some on board software
and hardware a little less responsive to disruptions to ensure it carries ow its maneuvers on schedule
Thin silts.
.11s!,
prepared for an
lit’
expec ted ,list option in communiwhen the Sun blocks the
C
path between Earth and Jupiter
from Dec. 12 to Dec. 28, Landano
said.

Colorado judge assigned to McVeigh, Nichols Oklahoma City bombing case
Judge presided
over Denver
desegregation
Hie judge
DENVER (Al’)
who presided over the desegregadon of Denver’spublic schools and
the trial of white supremacists
charged with killing a colt troversial
talk show host will OCCUsee the
Oklahoma City bombing i ase.
U.S. District judge Ric hard P.
Matsch was assigned the case
Monday by the 10th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
He replaces U.S. District Judge
Wayne Alley, whose courtroom and
chambers across the street from
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building were damaged by the
bombing. One of his staff menu

bet %,11111.1(11((1.
Ott Friday, granting the wish of
defense lawyers, the appellate
court ordered Alley to step clown,
saying that while he had conducted himself professionally, "we conelude that a reasonable person
could not help but harbor doubts
about the impartiality of .Judge
Alley."
Alley officially removed himself
from the case Monday.
"The judge who succeeds to this
case will have to bear a dreadful
burden, and I wish him or her
well," he wrote.
Matsch, 65, a graduate of the
University of Michigan Law School
and a former bankruptcy judge
and assistant U.S. attorney, was
appointed to the Denver bench by
President Nixon. He has presided
over a number of high-profile

1)111%, I

He oversaw the federal prosecution of four members of the white
supremacist, anti-Semitic group
"The Order." They were charged
in the 1984 slaying of Alan Berg, a
controversial. Nazi-baiting broad caster who was machine-guinied
outside his Denver apartment. Two
were convicted and two we-reacquitted.
There was tight security during
that three-month trial. btu Matsch
came and went unaccompanied by
bodyguards, a familiar figure in his
black Western hat, cotiservative
suit, long overcoat and black
Western boots.
Matsch also presided for two
decades over the desegregation
lawsuit that brought busing to
as. fie lifted
Denver’s public
that order in Stim ’ober. saing

Doctors save fetus with father’s bone marrow
Doctors
DETROIT (Al’)
spared a baby from being born
with a devastating blood disease by
injecting his father’s bone marrow
into the fetus,
The procedure was done on a
fetus diagnosed with a rare disorder called X-linked severe cornbitted immuncideficiency, in which
the blood cells that provide immunity to infection are defective. It
usually is fatal by age 2.
The boy was born five months
ago with a near normal number of
immune cells and has remained
healthy, said Dr. Alan W. Flake,
director of fetal surgery at
Children’s Hospital of Michigan,

where the procedure was performed.
Flake was interviewed by tile’phone Monday from Seattle,
where he discussed his work at an
American Society of Hematology
meeting,
The procedure involves injectihg bone marrow enriched with
stem
cells
blood-producing
through the mother and into the
abdominal cavity of the fetus at 16,
17 1/2 and 18 I 2 weeks of gestation, Flake said. The cells are
immediately absorbed into the
fetal bloodstream.
The advantage to performing
the transplant so early is that the
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"vestiges of past discriminatioo
to the extent practicable."
A profile of Matsch in the 1995
Almanac of the Federal Judiciary:
quoted trial attorneys who cauuoned, "If vou make a stupid argument in h on( of him, he will take
your head a I
" lhe last thing you’ll see front
liii k Maim h will be an ()j. trial,"
said Ion Holm. a Denver tattier
with years of experience in federal
court.
Timothy McVeigh and Terry
Nichols la. e the death penalty if
murder and conspiraconvicted
cy charges in the federal building
bombing. whit hi killed 169 people.
Defense law% ci s his e argued
that their clients ito t get a lait
ial in Oklahoma because i the
,,141
medi.1 140\
iHo

fetus has not vet formed an intolerance to foreign blood cells. As a
result, a perfect bone-marrow
match is not needed, he said.
Normally the hild is given a
bone -marrow ti ansplant shortly
after birth but then must receive
risky and expensive chemotherapy
and anti -rejection drugs.
Dr. johit W. Aciamsam, ptesident-elect of the society and president of the New York Blood
Center, said several teams of
researchers are testing the prosedure.
"It’s at the cutting edge and the
boundary continues to move," he
said. "It has great promise."
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Prosecutors want the trial held
in Oklahoma so that victims and
families can easily attend.
Alley had agreed to move the
trial to Lawton, Okla., a town
about 90 miles southwest of
Oklahoma OM it is SChedilled to
begin MaC’ 17.
Mats( h could decide to move
the trial to his own district. where
he has a considerable aseload and
administrative duties as chief
judge.
"It’s going to makc it more likelv
that he’s going to move it there,"
I out ola
el is law professor
Stan Goldfus.’ Isaid.
would Hot be surprised to
hear him sat, let’s go to Denver,"
said McVeigh attorney Suphen

During finals...
the Student Union

has*
exten
its
hou

MitiorliN I zadr:
Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said, "Don’t
toted on it. We’re not there yet."
In June, Clinton proposed cutting taxes by $110 billion over the
next SeVell yeats Sen. James Exon
of Nebraska, rariking Democrat on
the Senate Budget Committee,
said the administration wanted to
keep that figure, but he said many
lawmakers want the tax cuts eliminated, reduced or postponed for
several years until the deficit is on
its way down.
"Most of us feel there should be
a dramatic reduction" in the tax
cut, he said.
The Republican plan would trim
taxes by $245 billion.
Exon also said the new White
House plan "stuck fast" to its June
proposal for $124 billion in reductions from projected spending.

Phone
tax-filing
expands
WAS, i \ CTON (Al’)
For
about million taxpayers, filing a
return to the Internal Revenue
Service next year could be as easy
as a picking up a telephone and
punching in some numbers.
The IRS announced Tuesday it
will expand its TeleFile program
nationwide for taxpayers filing
their 1995 returns.
Next month, 23 million taxpayers who use Form 1040EZ will be
mailed special booklets giving
them the option of filing by telephone. The IRS predicts 3 million
will take advantage of the program, up from 680,000 this year.
For the first time next year, the
process will be completely paperless. Taxpayers will end their call
by using a personal identification
number, which will substitute for a
signature. Previously, taxpayers
had to follow up a telephone
return by mailing a signature
form.
Telephone-filing began in 1992
as a small pilot project and this
year was available to eligible taxpayers in 10 states: Ohio, Florida.
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan.
South C.atolina, West Virginia.
Colorado and parts of California
and Texas.
To be eligible, taxpayers must
receive a TeleFile booklet containing their personal identification
’lumber. They also must be single
with no dependents, have taxable
income of less than $50,000, have
interest income of less than $400
and live at the same address :LC LAM
sear.

During the call, which should
last about 10 minutes, taxpayers
follow the nine steps outlined on a
work sheet and the recorded-voice
instructions. which are available in
English and Spanish.
Using push-button telephones.
they enter their Social Security
!lumbers. :iitSN’er two yes-no questions and enter the employer idenfification numbers from their W-2
forms, their total wages, federal
tax withheld and taxable interest.
After a pause. a recorded soice
tells the taxpayer’s federal adjusted gross income, taxable income
and refund due or additional tax
owed. At the end, a six-digit confirmation number is provided for
use if there are questions later.
Telephone filers will not be able
to use another newly expanded
direct deposit of
IRS program
refunds. For that, taxpayers must
provide their bank information on
a new paper Form 8888.
IRS Commissioner Margaret
Milner Richardson said telephone
returns contain fewer errors, are
easier to process for the IRS and
save taxpayers time and trouble.
"Filing taxes doesn’t get any easier than this." she said.
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Into the Night
Thousands converge on Santa Clara Street
From Page 1
Bond cars and the knight Rider ar." Paul
said. "I’ve put $18,000 into modet noing this
car, and making it futunstic."
The car. which Paul said is a work in
progress, is lowered, painted pearl blue with
matching colored custom wheels, tinted windows and a 3,000 watt custom built stereo.
Mans of the other cruisers have equally’
elaborate cars, ranging from restored cars
from the 1950s to customized modern
Japanese and European sedans.
Most of the cruisers travel in cars packed
with up to eight passengers.
At stop lights cruisers check out the passengers in neighboring cars and the people sitting on the curb at bus stops.

Groups of pedestrians and cars gather
along the route at parking lots.
’The uising scene attracts people from all
over Not them California. "I’ve met people
It um Oakland, Hayward, Sall Francisco,
Monterey," said Gabriel.
Sar t amento
"A lot of the problem cruisers come from
out of town," said Police Sgt. Noah Longoria,
downtown district supervisor for the San Jose
Police Department. "The problem is they
don’t live here, they don’t respect it."
One out-of-town cruiser came to the strip
in his fully restored 1958 Chevrolet. "We
spend a few hours here to kick it after a hard
clays work," said Albert, 30, from Soledad.
"We’re not looking for trouble."
See Into The Night, page 13

P1101 i us ERR
MAN SPAR1AN DAILY
ABOVE: Paul, 25, poses in his Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme which he has equipped with exterior lights,
a PA system with a driver’s seat microphone and a 3,000 watt stereo. He cruises in his "modernized" car
every weekend on Santa Clara Street.
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After Saturday’s victorious San Jose Sharks game exiting fans emerge into the cruising traffic that takes over Santa Clara Street on weekend nights.

PHOTO BY ERIC GRIGORIAN SPARTAN DAILY
ABOVE: Police subdue club -goers who brawled outside Club Oasis at closing time.

PHOTO BY ERIC GRIGORIAN SPARTAN

[Max

ABOVE: San Jose police officers administer a breathalyzer test on an unidentified man who was
pulled over for doing doughnuts with his pickup in an empty parking lot.

...but dangers
lurk in
the night

RIGHT: At First and Santa
Clara Streets, this missing
person poster watches over
the turmoil on the busy intersection. Pictured in the poster
is a 16 year old San Jose girl
who is believed to have disappeared from downtown
San Jose a week ago.
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Into the Night
From Page 12
At 12 35 a. m., Santa Clara Street is packed with cars, and the sidewalks are
filled with people. On one corner, ten young men stand wearing all bleak with red
bandanas draped down farm their belts. On another corner; a rrowd gathers outside, the, liem’s nightclub wenteng to go in. Across the %aril, gab Ad at a bus stop
talking with the passing masers until one stops and picks them up.
"Cruising is very American," said Officer Longoria, "but it’s changed a
lot.
"The added ingredients of alcohol, drugs, gang violence and runaway
kids changes everything," he said. To address the problems of cruising,
the police have begun actively enforcing an anti-cruising ordinance that’s
been on the books for years, Longoria said.
A checkpoint is often set up on Santa Clara Street on Friday and
Saturday nights to deter cruising and check for drunk drivers. The first
time a car goes through the checkpoint, the car’s license plate is recorded in a computer. The second time they pass, a written warning is passed
to the driver. If a car passes through a third time, police officers will issue
a citation.
At 1 a.m, in the, parking kit of Chevron, at the corner of Fourth Street and
Santa Clara, four ears are parked together with a dozen people standing around
them talking and laughing. One car turns up its stereo and three girls and one
guy begin dancing.
Many local cruisers say they routinely bypass the checkpoint by cutting
around it on side streets. "We know about that," Longoria said, "but
that’s still helping to disperse traffic.
’We’re really most concerned about preventing these young people
from becoming victims," Longoria said. it’s the young ones from out of
town who usually end up getting hurt. They aren’t very street savvy, and
don’t know how dangerous it can be for them."
Longoria related an incident where, after exchanging words between
cars at a light, one car began following and then chasing another. When
they finally stopped at 10th Street and Tully Road, a passenger in the pursuing car emerged with a handgun and fired shots into the other vehicle.
One passenger ended up dead, Longoria said.
The convergence of so many people in one place causes numerous
problems that are aggravated by alcohol in many cases.
1:10 a.m.- A pith-up truck has been pulled over on Third Street by Santa Clara.
The driver is given afield sobriety test. After refusing a breathalyzer test, the driver
is hand-ruffed and taken to jail.
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As 20,000 Sharks fans leave the Arena, police shut down Santa Clara Street for up to ten minutes for the pedestrian crowds.
"We get a lot of DUls out here," Longoria said.
here are bars all oel
here and all they do is liquor people up. So what happens whets they
leave? They don’t ride light rail, and the buses have stopped running."
13y 1:30 a.m. Saturday, the musing mired peaks with many joining in as they
leave clubs that are closing down.
"Some people come for the clubs and they still want some excitement
after-hours and start driving around," Longoria said. "Then we get a
spontaneous cruise."

1:56 a.m.- The crowds at the nightelubs are pushed out into the streets as the
clubs dose down. Hundreds of people spill out en mass at each of the many clubs
around downtown. Several fights erupt outside the Oasis nightclub. At San Jose
Live, the crowd disperses across the street to the parking lot, where most of them get
into ears. Out of the hundreds leaving the dub, only one person gets into a taxi.
After 2 a.m., youth patrol officers routinely shut down several streets to
control spontaneous cruising. By 3 a.m., the crowds have left the street,
now nearly empty, until the next night.

San Francisco police chief denies accusations in harassment
OAKLAND (Al’) San Francisco
Police Chief Anthony Ribera took
the witness stand Tuesday and
bluntly denied claims he sexually
harassed a former policewoman.
Speaking for the most part in a
level but emphatic tone, Ribera
responded, "l’slo," "That is not
true," and "That’s absolutely not
true," to a number of the allegations presented to him by the
attorney for former officer Joanne
Welsh.
Welsh alleges that, among other
things, Ribera forced kisses on her,
made sexual remarks that embarrassed her and gave her a pair of
expensive sold earrings.
The chief vehemently denied
another of Welsh’s claims that
he retaliated against her after she
went public.
"I resent that question. That’s
absolutely not true," he said. "I
have not done anything punitive."
Ribera was called by Welsh’s

attorneys as a hostile witness, part
of their strategy to establish his
denials on the record and then
attempt to prove him wrong.
Welsh claims Ribera harassed
her in a series of incidents in late
1989 and early 1990 when he was a
lieutenant and her supervisor, and
again in 1992-93 when he was chief
and she was his public affairs
spokeswoman.
Her lawsuit was filed too late to
seek damages for the first set of
alleged incidents, but she is
allowed to talk about them in
court to bolster her claims.
Tuesday, Ribera denied that he
ever tried to kiss Welsh or told her
he was attracted to her. He said he
never saw the earrings she says he
gave her for Christmas 1989 and
all office presents were bought and
wrapped by his wife.
The chief said he didn’t recall
telling Welsh, as she alleges,
"Here’s our chance. Joanne,"

if
I resent that question. That’s absolutely not true. I have
not done anything punitive.
Anthony Ribera
San Francisco Police Chief

If
when the lights went out in the
Hall of Justice after the Oct. 17,
1989, earthquake. "If I did, there
was a cast of thousands there to
hear me say it," he added.
Ribera was also asked about an
instance in which Welsh alleges he
told her, "Kiss me, kiss me, Joanne.
You owe me," in connection with
some female recruits whose jobs
he had saved. The chief said he

remembers making some sort of
joke, but believes he was talking to
another female officer who was
also present.
"1 didn’t see anything offensive,"
he said.
Welsh, 34, quit this scar. Her
suit, which seeks unspc, ihid damages, contends her working conditions had become intolerable and
she had no choice but to resign.

Court says front-page smut can be public
VENTURA (AP) A city can
require tabloids with sexually
explicit front pages to be sold from
newsrack.s that shield the bottom
two-thirds of the front page from
view, a state appeals court ruled
Tuesday.
The 2nd District Court of
Appeal upheld most of a Santa
Barbara newsrack ordinance, but
narrowed it in a way that prompted a claim of victory by a lawyer for
the distributor of a sexually oriented tabloid.
"We can live with this," said
attorney Stanley Fleishman. "The
ordinance as construed by the
Court of Appeal doesn’t put any
burden on us that we don’t have
under the state law."
City Attorney Daniel Wallace
could not be reached for comment.
The ordinance, passed in
November 1993, applies to publications that contain ’harmful matsexually explicit material
ter"
that can be banned for distribution to minors, although it is not
obscene by adult standards.
The measure prohibited display
of harmful matter in a public place
accessible to minors unless it was
sold from racks with "blinders"
that hid two-thirds of the front

id
We can live with this. This ordinance as construed by
the Court of Appeal doesn’t put any burden on us that
we don’t have under the state law.
Stanley Fleishman
Attorney

PI
Page.
It was challenged by Wayne
Berry, distributor of the "L.A.
X...Press." The court said the publication was mostly devoted to ads
for massage parlors, "adult" entertainment and personal ads, with a
sprinkling of news articles and
reviews. One front page cited by
the court pictured two women who
were naked from the waist tip
except for a few pieces of cloth.
Berry argued that the ordinance
needlessly prevented adults from
viewing front pages they were
legally entitled to see, hurting
sales, lie said the purpose of the
law could be accomplished less
intrusively by attaching a sticker
warning that sales to minors were

forbidden.
Santa Barbara (;ounty Sitperior
Court Judge Patrick McMahon
upheld the ordinance and said the
blinder could be required on a
publication that contained harmful matter, regardless of the front
page. The appeals court disagreed
in part.
"The front-page harmful matter
is the source of the evil to he remedied," said Justice Kenneth Vegan
in the 3-0 ruling. He said
McMahon must reconsider the
case and decide whether the front
page itself contained legally objectionable material.
But the court said the city was
entitled to require newsrack
shields on some publications, and

is who knowingpenalize disti i I
ly displayed hal o dill matter. Vegan
said Berry had failed to show that
warning stickers would serve the
same purpose of protecting
"Tim fact that sales of the publication may decline when blinder
racks are in place does not mean
that the ordinance unreasonably
restricts adult access to these materials,- Vegan said. "The First
Amendment is not a sword to
e marketing tactics, nor is it
a shield for peddlers of erotica to
expose their wares to minors."
Fleishman, the distributtir’s
lawNet, said state law alreads lot
bidsnewsrock display of certain
specified sexual activities and
poses. That law covet ssii math the
same material that would !Luc to
be shielded hs the ham ise, I Santa
Barbara ordinal, e.
A more It’ll is 1.111.
being challeng4 d Is anothei hem
of Fleishmaii’s in a ft-dc’s al appeals
court, prohibits sale of am itublication coili.ils iing harmful matter in
newsrat k illat is not under adult
supenision.

and return them to the store
where they were purchased for a
full refund, or contact Imperial
Toy at 800-543-6551, the agency
said.
Meanwhile, three models of
cribs sold in Puerto Rico also are
under recall.
Slats and corner posts on the
cribs, made by LaNactonal of Hato
Rey, P.R., are wider and taller than
standards call for, posing strangulation and entrapment hazards for
infants, the commission said.
Consumers should stop using
the cribs immediately and return
them to the store for a refund or
contact LaNacional at 809-758-

3603. Eighteen retailers sold neatly
2,300 assembled cribs, without
boxes, between January 1994 and
April 1995, the commission said.
The three models involved are
the Cama Cuna R.N.C., the Cama
Cuna No. 2 and the Crib with
Drawers.
They can he identified by the
lack of printed instructions or
markings, except for the words
Dominican
the
in
"Made
Republic" printed under the mattress support, the commission said.
Consumers also may contact the
commission at 800-638-2772.
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MCI
NI. iseketeer contends in a lawsuit
her grandchildren were traumatized
after
a
robbery
in
Disiws land’s parking lot whets
park guards took them to an office
whet e then. saw Disnes. characters
taking off thcii a.,(11Ines.
Bat.’ ,fr.111 NI. as and relatives
allege OW% Wt.fe subjected to hours
of questioning
se, units guards
’a ’s of the
as well as -ha
o expoking the chilWalt
d! en its the Icahn that the Disney
(ILII,ILleis %set L. in Li( t. make
1 he lawsuit, tiled Iasi ts k in
taut.
hange County Stipei lot
asks for unspecified "tan. just and
equitable" damages tot n gligellee
and elliolL011,11 disti ess.
Disties land offit LAS

did not
retut ii a phone call seeking
response itiesda
)2. p 5 Mimed on telesision’s
is, \louse Club" and
was a member of the troupe that
performed at Disneyland.

MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY PROGRAM
IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

CORRECTION
The photos that appeared in
Friday’s Spartan Daily of Ben
Helprin, professor of fine arts
and coordinator of applied photography at SJSI’, were not credited to the correct photographer.
Rhonda Bradford was the photographer.

meeting in the chiefs office.
Hoeper asked Welsh a numbet
of questions about Maher, including difficulties they line had in
their relationship.
We’ve had difficulties. we’ve
had conflicts," Welsh said. "We’ve
had all the things that a relationship goes through with the great
addition" of the case in question.
Hoeper also asked Welsh about
her claims that retaliation at work
forced her out.
"No one told you to resign, did,
they?" she said.
Hoeper asked Welsh if, in fact,
she had not talked about 011e day
returning to the department.
Welsh said she has told people
she is "fighting for my job."
"I believe that my job should
have never been taken away from
me. I believe I have been
wronged, she said.

Mousketeer says children
traumatized by characters

Fl ILLER

Government recalling dangerous toys
(Al’)
WASHINGTON
Thousands of toy vehicles, aquatic
animals, baby bottles and meal sets
are being recalled because they
can break into small pieces and
possibly choke children, the government warned Tuesday.
The plastic items, including bulldozers, trucks, turtles, seals and
penguins, were made by the
Imperial Toy Corp. of Los Angeles.
Nearly 100,000 pieces were sold at
toy stores nationwide between
1995, the
1993 and April
Safety
Product
Consumer
Commission said.
Consumers should take the
items away from young children

Belo! e the Nei testified. Welsh,
on the stand lot a lists das. fielded
probing questions ii, it her
fill,
S
and her fiam e. former
suptr% isin Bill Maher.
Deputy (:its Autnues Joanne
II, leper asked Welsh about .r trip
,.. Paris she tot .1. toll’ Maher and
si e she got the S97..000 deposit,I ist her account dus sear.
Welsh said the trip, paid for by
Maher, was the setting of his wedding proposal.
She said about $38,000 of the
money in her account came from
her retirement funds when she
quit the department. She testified
Maher did advance her money. as
did other members of her famils,
but as loans, not gifts.
The city maintain. Welsh and
Maher are seeking es <lige on
Ribera. The das helot, she outlined her charges in si si ii, ow
with the San Frani is,. Examiner.
Maher and Ribero had a stormy

A
311
1;111111 SettlitLiry i.S 71011’
degree in Marital and Fancily Ilieram
This highly acclaimed graduate training pm
gram integrates theology and ethics with the
social and behavioral sciences. It also satisfies the educational requirements lot licenswe
as a marriage. family, and child counselor according to section 49B0 37 of the California
Business anti Professions Code.

si pc iii ig in 1955. Nlic Iwcaftle a
member of "blue group" of
MI usseketeers.
elevision viewers were more
familiar with the "red group" that
iii hided Annette, Cubbv, Darlene
and Lonnie.
Main, an Antelope Valley resident, was returning to the car with
her daughter and three grandchildren Aug. 17 after a dos in the
pink when a gunman robbed
them, ticcording to police reports.
The robber wasn’t caught.
Anaheim police said it was the
first armed robbery in memory at
the pack. Disneyland securim
reportedly deploys nearly 400 officers, about as nsany as the
Anaheim police department.
The lawsuit said the family lost
51,650 as well as credit cards and
identification.
It
alleged
Disneyland security was inadequate and claimed guards held
them against their will in an office
for questioning.

London
NONSTOP

$195"
Paris
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Costa Rica

$235*
$265*
$275*
$249*

EVENING AND SATURDA1
CLASSES IN MENLO PARK

coma Travel

For more information call
Fuller in Northern California.
Phone: 415-321-7444
Fax: 415-321-8605

394 University Aye, Suite Yoo
Palo Ali n CA 94301

408-295-8886
Eurailpasses
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Hockey team
scores 22 goals
in two games
Loi

1.at Rr1s01

The SIM. hockey team (13-4) scored 22 points
List weekend and left a taste of victory in the air
that even the San Jose Sharks (4-18-4) would surely
welcome.
But Moorpark College coach John Yanacakis,
who must have felt like Sharks coach Kevin
Constantine, just couldn’t take it after Saturday
night’s 11-0 blow out and Friday’s 11-3 loss at the
Ice Center of San Jose.
The Spartans scored eight goals in the second
period, which may have contributed to Yanacakis’
daring words at referees. Yaiiacakis was escorted
out of the building and then refused to let his team
take the ice for the third period.
SJSU forward Danny Thebeau led all scorers
with four goals in Saturday’s romp. Thebeau also
added one assist in the game raising his season
point total to 43.
Goahender Chris Heathman made nine saves at
the net for his second shutout of the season.
In Friday’s game SJSU forwards Tony Destro and
Scott Mitdeman both scored two goals.
Destro had four assists and Mitdeman contributed two more. SJSU outshot Moorpark 50-14,
taking 20 of those shots in the second period.
The only thing not so perfect about the evening
was SJSU forward Brent Faulhaber’s game misconduct penalty for butt-ending. He will miss the next
two games.
Die SJSI hacks team’s next ganv is Thursday
against the l’niveryity of Nevada Rena at 4p.m.
in the San Jose A rrna.

Becker squeezes
into quarterfinals
N lCli, Gentian), (Al’)
Vith the top 10
phi%
tumbling out in rapid succession from the
richest tennis tournament in the world, Boris
Becker squeezed into the quarterfinals of the
Grand Slam Cup Tuesday.
Becker had to battle hard to beat Cedric Pioline
of France 6-1, 6-7 (2-7), 9-7.
While Becker, ranked No. 4 in the world,
advanced to the final eight and made sure of earning at least $250,000, No. 3 Thomas Muster and
No. 5 Michael Chang were eliminated.
Muster, the French 0 n champion, still
received $350,000 $230.1 II bonus for winning
one of the Grand Slam events of the season, plus
$100,000 given to all first-round losers in this tournament.
Byron Black, a 40th-ranked Zimbabwean who
like Pioline qualified only after the withdrawals of
second-ranked Andre Agassi and 1992 winner
Michael Stich, who are both injured, beat Muster
7-6 (7-3). 2-6.6-1.
Jacco Eltingh, a Dutch doubles specialist who is
ranked No. 43, beat Chang 7-6 (12-10), 6-3, with an
aggressive game on the fast carpet surface.
The tournament invites 16 players with the best
records in the four Grand Slam events in a year
the Australian, French and U.S. Opens and
Wimbledon. The winner receives $1.625 million.
Becker, a three-time Wimbledon champion who
won the ATP World Championship in Frankfurt
last month, easily won the first set against Pioline,
who is ranked No. 55. But Pioline picked up his
game in the second set and won the tiebreaker.
Becker wasted two break points in the 1 I th
game of the third set, but he broke for 8-7 with a
brilliant forehand passing shot down the line.
The tournament is played under Grand Slam
rules, which means there is no tiebreaker in the
decisive set. Hitting two consecutive aces, Becker
earned three match points.
Top-ranked Pete Sampras, fresh from anchoring
the I .S. victory over Russia in the Davis Cup final
over the weekend, meets fellow American Patrick
McEnroe on Wednesday.
In other Wednesday matches, Todd Martin plays
Sergi Bruguera, Andrei Medvedev meets Aaron
Krickstein and Renzo Furlan faces Yeygeny
K,sfc’ltiikov.
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Former fencing instructor Bruce Capin watches two students in his class practice technique last semester. Fencing classes were cancelled this
semester and spring semester due to low enrollment.

Fencing classes face low enrollment
Classes will not be
offered during
spring semester
By Danthanh Huynh
sputa, Dail, StAff Writer
Fencing classes were 1,1111 lilt this
semester and will not he oflei id during the spring semester because of
low enrollment and no instructors to
teach the class, said Susan Wilkinson,
coordinator of the activities program
Performance
in
the
Human
Department.
Wilkinson said the class is currently undergoing evaluation.
"We try to offer as diverse selection
of classes as possible, but we have to
be aware of the support the classes
offer for the department in terms of
finances. It’s a delicate balance," she
said.
Since Bruce Capin, the previous
fencing instructor, retired, W
said the department has had a difficult time trying to hire a new instructor to replace him. She said the
department spent the summer

but the mediate class.
qualified.
Janet Falcon, president of Sparta
want to offer a cluality pro- Fencers’ Club, said this year is the
gram (lor our students), Wilkinson first time in three years that fencing
said. We want someone that is classes have faced low enrollment. In
super-ext
the previous years,
fencing
classes
.
the
lies’. but we were
averaged 12 to 15
students. Falcon
not
impressed
said part of the
with the candireason for low
dates. It’s going
enrollment has to
to take time."
do with students
Wilkinson said
having
not
a class must be
enough time to try
enrolled
fully
new sport activiwith 22 to ’28 stuties.
dents in order to
"With budprevent cancellaget cuts, students
tion of the class.
just want to go in
She said fencing
Janet Falcon
and
out
of
had
classes
fencing
club
President
of
Sparta
school,"
Falcon
always faced low
said. ’They take
enrollment, and
their G.E.s, core,
Capin had to
and major classes
make an effort to
and have no time for P.E. or art classget the courses filled.
Three classes in foil fencing weir es."
Currently she and the other club
offered this semester. Ten students
registered for beginning classes and members are trying to pout together a
tine student registered for the inter- brochure to advertise the sport.
I

iiInt’ at eplaCelnelit,

.11H11,1,11l,

were lint

Ai

With budget cuts,
students just want to go in
and out of school and
have no time for P.E. or art
classes.

The club’s goal is to offer free
introductory fencing classes for anyone interested in the sport during
the spring semester.
Falcon said the Gender Equity
Committee approached Sparta
Fencers’ Club members early
November and asked them if they
would give a presentation on making
the women’s fencing team a varsity
sport.
The club had to include information about its budget plan, travel
expenses, and benefits to SJSU, for
colisideration of NCAA varsity status.
Along with lacrosse, field hockey,
water polo, bowling, and badminton,
the committee is currently weighing
the pros and cons of giving fencing
NCAA varsity status.
Carolyn Lewis, associate athletic
director and co-chair of the Gender
Equity Committee, said the committee is looking into the information
provided and gathering more information. It will forward recommendations to the athletic department.
The final decision to give the fencing team varsity status will be made
by President Robert Caret.
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Holtz receives
open-ended
contract

SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP) Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz
doesn’t know when his coaching
career will end. He does knows
where it will end.
Holtz and Notre Dame officials have reached an openended agreement that allows
him to continue coaching for as

long as he wants, provided the

program continues to meet university standards.
"It doesn’t mean I’m going to
continue coaching for 30 years
or for the rest of my life," Holtz
said Tuesday. "When I retire
from coaching I will be at Notre
Dame."

Wednesday, December 6, 1995

Holtz has a 92-26-2 record in
10 seasons at Notre Dame, and
this season became the 15th college coach to will 200 or more
games. He needs only 14 more
wins to surpass Knute Rocluie as
Notre Dame’s wiimingest coach.
His 1988 team won the national championship, and Holtz has

taken Notre Dame to a bowl
game every season but his first.
The No. 6 Irish (9-2) play No. 8
Florida State (9-2) in the Orange
Bowl New Year’s Day.
"We’d be delighted to have
Lou as our head coach as long as
he’d like to be in coaching,"
Mike Wadsworth, Notre Dame’s

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
mates no claim for products or
serAces advertised below nor Is
there soy guieentee retied. The
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

$SS DEUVERY DRIVERS $SS
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent part-time job.
TEACHERS/RECREATION LEADERS
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
295-4011, ext. 211. YWCA Child
Care Program offers benefits, Require ClAfl as + good DMV +Ins.
$8.25 to $9.25/hr.
San Jose Cupertino area. Call
3/4 T school-age teachers: 12 TAKEOUT TAXI 369-9400 after 5pm.
units Rec. PE, Ed, ECE. etc.
PT/FT preschool teachers: 12
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
units ECE. 269.7534.
FT/PT positions w/infants, toddlers, preschool and school age.
AFTER SCHOOL HELPER, MT Great advancement and growth
3.30- 7:00. Non-smoking. Need oppty. Good benefits. mmed.
own car. Good record. Jan. 16 - openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Apr. 30. References required. Call Action Day Nurseries.
4053957712 -call evenings.
408-867-4515.

FAST FUNDRAISER.
WANTED Aldus Pegenvicer Tutor
Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks.
Top $ Paid.
groups, ats. motivated individuals. Good communication skills a +.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation. Call 408.463.0500. Contact Erin.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
GREAT VOICES FOR RADIO time
sales nationwide, PT/FT/Flex.
MISC. FOR SALE
Attn. Mktng., Advert. & Comm.
majors: call now for immediate
COUCH & LOVESEAT $75 for openings. WI train. PJ 995-5905.
both! Matching tan - Clean. Call
Robbie 65294-8785.
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED for
Contracting Co. in Campbell.
IMPLEMENTS OF DENSE
$8 -10/flex hrs. w/opportunities
Stun guns .pepper sprays
for advancement. Call 369-1898.
alarms .door & window security.
For free catalog send sase to
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC
P.O. Box 1426 Soque CA 95073. Accredited preschool. Ratio 1:9.
Excellent salary and benefits.
lrylnimum 1.2 BM units. 378-7805.

EXCITING TRAVEL INDUSTRY
opportunity. Are you a Hospitality
Mgmt. or Recreation major or do
you have retail sales experience?
Come join Classic Custom
Vacations dynamic reservations
staff & be a part of the best
wholesale travel company in the
USA. Classic is located in downtown San Jose & specializes in
selling customized vacations to
Hawaii & mainland U.S. We are
looking for quality sales special
ists to enhance our fast-paced
reservation center.This excellent
opportunity offers:
P/T flex scheduling
$10.$15 /hr potential (salary +
sales incentive).
*Full employee benefits package.
Attractive travel benefits.
Intemship credit for Hospitality
Management majors.
Professional working environment.
10 minute walk from campus.
In-depth, 2 -week training session
Jan. 4-17, 1996.
PC experience & travel industry
background helpful. Apply in person
or send/fax resume to:
Classic Custom Vacations
Attn: Human Resources Dept.
One North First St. 3rd floor
San Jose, CA 95113
Phone: 408/287-4550
Fax: 408/287-9272

COMPUTERS ETC.

NEED EXTRA $88
When you’re not in class??
(To the tune of SW/W)
THEN WE NEED YOU!!
Join the team at Alum Rock Elem.
TOSHIBA LAPTOP 486/33 MHZ/ School Dist. as a Sub Teacher!
200HD 12 RAM, Color. A Steal Deal! Mnimum Requirements: BA. Passng
Call 2954342. $1200 obo.
score on CBEST, Erner. Credential,
Great /etude. Bilngual Spanish pref.
Contact Heather Barbs, Sub Coot.
AUTOS FOR SALE 258-4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist.
Office 2933 Gay Ave. San Jose 96127.
1990 GEO STORM Excellent
condition. 5 sp., alarm. $5,000.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
415-965-8695.
are appreciated by students.
Work your own hews.
Clean DMV. Good health &
teaching skills required.
FOR RENT
408-971-7557.
STUDIO APT. FOR ONE PERSON.
No pets. $490 per mo. $300 sec. SALES
Part-time work, full-time
dep. Parking. Call 259.7040.
pay. Earn between $200 and
$800 weekly. Sales experience
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER helpful, full training provided.
5 minute Weir to-earn:I:us
Flexible hours. If you re seirnoti.
Newly furnished rooms
vated,withancutgoing personality,
Wellequipped student kitchen
call Carl at 1-800.760-6715.
*Computer & Study rooms
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Laundry room
Downtown Si Law F,71 has Immo
.Parking
For American & International diate opening for P-T receptionist
Students. Call 9246570 or stop by 8am-12noon, M.F. Must speak
for a tour. 360S. 11th St. (between some Spanish. Need somecomputer,
phone & clerical experience. Good
San Carlos & San Salvador)
interpersonal and organizational
KINGDALE OAKS APARTMENT
skills. Please apply in person at
$250 BONUS
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between
Bring this ad
9am-4pm M.F.
One bedroom one bath
ESPRESSO SHOP SEEKS responfor up to three people.
sible individuals, no experience
8750
needed. All shifts. 321-8818.
Heated Pool & Hot Tub
Exercise Room with Sauna
HOLIDAY JOBS’ HIRING NOM
"Sand Volleyball
510 part time jobs earning
*Billiards Room
$10/hr. to $300/week. Jobs
Party Space available
filled on a first come, first
408.295.1155
serve bask 408-249-8446.
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM MAINTENANCE ASST: Basic
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! maintenance functions: painting, plumbing, carpentry etc.
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
15-20 hrs/wk. Apply at 3rd level
W/D hook ups
Student Union Directors office.
Huge Clubhouse
For more info call 924-6310.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
2 Swimming pools
up to $120/week!
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Become a Sperm Donor.
Basketball Courts
month!
Healthy
males, 19-34 years old.
$825.00
Rents from
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
408-279-2300
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. MT. 8-5pm.
2 BORK AParThIENT $750/MO.
Security type building
CASH ERS STAMFORD BOOKSTORE
Secure Parking
is now accepting applications for
Close In
temporary cashiers. $8.50 an hour!
Modem Building
Stanford Bookstore 1.8C0.5332670
Free Basic Cable service
eitt 322. ask for Kira
Laundry Room
Village Apts, 576 S. 5th St.
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
(408) 295-6893.
wanted! LG. family, 8:0011:30a.m.
Tue.-Fn.
only. Call 395-2337.
APTS.
STREET
11TH
780 S.
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ba. Very clean.
Cable
Laundry.
Security type bldg.
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745-$795/month.
Call 288-9157.
486 66MHZ W/4MB.RAM/2x.
CD Ran Monitor, 14.4 mon). & mud)
more. Cali 288.8592 $930. oto.

2 P/7 POSITIONS OPEN: English
tutor & clerk, 86-8/hr. Close to
SJSU. Call Jessie 283-3063.
PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
Corporation is looking for Telephone Order Clerks. Accurate,
Detail Oriented. Team Flayers with
Good Communication Skills a
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a
week. Also looking for production
workers day/graveyard. Appiy
in person. M-F, 7:30-3:00pm.
1551 Dell Ave, Campbell.
EARN EXTRA CASH FOR XMAS
Busy time of year means we
need extra help immediately.
Excellent pay. No selling. For
further info, and application.
send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: U.S. Publishing
Service, 415-112 N. Mary Ave.
*373, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
DATA ENTRY:
INTERVIEW TODAY,
START TOMORROW!
Are you fast on the 10 key? Do you
have proficient typrg skills? Are you
pursurg a 4 year degree? Would )ou
like to more into management upon
shacketion? Have we got a job for )oul
Great pay plus a tuition assistance
pograml Join a winning team, aeon), in
person, NOW!
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSIDA INC.
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA
or Call: 415-8731367
EOE/AA
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-4940290
Downtown
Campbell
408.364.2700
Office positions also available.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
World Schools is hiring teachers Downtown San Jose. Apply in person.
for our school-age daycare pro- 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soo, or Ed req. Experience
87.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
preferred. Most positions are
with scheduled increases.
2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M-F. Short
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
morning shifts are also available.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Call 379.3200 ext. 21.
FULL TRAINING
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Medical/Dental Insurance
Too marry benefits to list!
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply. Mon. Fri. Sam - 5prn,
Day, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Vanguard Security Services
Can or aro pawn. Mon.Sun 7-7.
408-286.5880. 5550 Maiden Pre.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
awn San Cabs and Palrnoor.
tehind the Card and Party Store.
LEAD VALETS/PARKING
CASHIERS WANTED Fr or PT. attendants needed, good, flexible
Flextile hairs perfect for students. hours, great job for students.
Starting pay $6 to $6.50 per hour. Apply in person: 2752 DeLaCruz
Santa Clara.
Fait or send restrne to Misty Jereen
Classic Car Wash
SUBSTRUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS.
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
Small World Schools is hiring
Campbell CA 95008.
substitute teachers for our 14
Fax #371-4337.
preschool & school-age daycare
programs. 6.12 units in ECE Rec,
S35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
Free 1-800-898.9778 Ext. R- preferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around
2236 for details.
your school schedule - even if
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and you are only available 1 or 2
School Age Program. Energetic afternoons. Call 379.3200 ext 21.
individuals encouraged to apply.
Teacher position - ECE units
$14.00 / HOUR
required. All majors accepted. Sales
Weekends/Evenings
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
Canvassers and Telernarketers
998-1343.
253-8818.
CASHIER POSMON AVAILABLE
$5.50 $6.00 /hour
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
Mon. ’Fri. 8am - 3pm
Ask for David. 296-5258.
TEACHERS/AIDES
100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers &
aides are needed for Campbell
before & after school-age program.
FT and PT positions available.
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the irnmediate
area Re-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WON( Make
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For information call:
1-206632-1146 ext. J60411.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for environmental justice.
SERVICES
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
with opportunity for advancement. accepting students who wish to
travel and benefrts. EOE. Call
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Silicon Valley Toms Coalition.
levels welcome: Beginning.
288.7882. 1-4pm.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
for egg donation. Desperate Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help? ERRING HELP. Fast professional
Ages 21-30. healthy and editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
responsible. Generous stipend Letters, reports, essays, state
and expenses paid. Please call ments articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick,
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
510-601-9554. Emergencies 015.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX,
to $2,000,/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No RESUME PREPARATION by
exp necessary. For info. call member of Prof. Assn. Resume
1-206-6340468 ext. C60412.
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY 408) 3566782.
working at home! Ten best
opportunities for starting a home
FREE AUGNMENT CHECK
business. For FREE info send a
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
self-addressed, stamped enveStudent Discounts.
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
Big-O-Tires
Ave., #237, San Jose, CA 95129. 2336 Camino Real, Santa Clara.
Mon. - Fn: 810 5:30. Sat: 9 tp 4.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
261-4430.
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
to $3.000-$6,000+ per month. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Room and Board! Transportation! subject. Why suffer and get poor
Male or Female. No experience grades when help is just a call
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155 away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
ext A60412.
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
IMMORAL PARKS HIRMG -Positions avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
are now available at National Parks, Convenient Peninsula location.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Celt Samples & references available.
1-206-5454804 ed. N60411
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
$40,000/YR INCOME
for free phone consultation:
potential. Home Typists/PC (415) 5254505...ask for Dada
users. Toll Free 1.800-8989778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. CRIME PREVENTION INFORMARON
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
OPPORTUNITIES
Vehicle security
EASY WAY TO EARN MONEY
Child safety
for a club, fraternity or sorority!
Consumer assist
Sell custom printed T-shirts or
information
sweatshirts with your logo or
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
design. Call Brainstorm Graphics
18 yrs. /Touch tone phone
@ 405496-6343.
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Bus. Ph.# 405683-5723.
NO FEARIII MAJOR UPSIZING.
Ambitious people needed for FOREIGN STUDENTS-VISITORS.
several positions with environGreencard Program available.
mentally concious company. Call 1-800.660.7167 & 818882-9681
408-358-7711.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
FANTASTIC INCOME opportuaty Assistance with Visas and Green
distributing wild-grown, organic Cards. Reasonable Rates. Cali
products. 12-yr-old company Tamara Daney 415267-7267.
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly. WORD PROCESSING
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
408.264-7871(24 hour message).
Word Processing
Only ten minutes from campus
140MOMAJLERS WANTED! $500 + (Cupertino/West San Jose area).
weekly possible. Write- FutureQuest Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes,
Boc 15199 Sal Otago CA 92175.
Tape Transcription, etc.
APA. Turablan and MLA.
REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL Days and evenings, seven days.
NOW! Over 600 ’How-to Books.
Suzanne 996-1686.
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99, ToJo’s Word Processing Service
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs. Incredible student rates on
1-800241-9229 Visa/MC/ArnExp. resumes and school papers.
Add color to your reports at a low
cost. Ask about our resume
SPORTS/THRILLS and school paper programs!!
CALL TODAY (408)937-7201.
LEARN TO FLY
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
PROOFREADING EDITING
San Jose International Airport
& Word Processing.
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
Get your papers edited before
$100 Per Year.
they are graded: A polished
*Personalized Professional Instrudion
paper improves grades.
Free pickup and delivery.
Competitive Rates
Introductory Flight $35
18 years business experience.
22 Planes To Choose From
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
Private Through ATP
(408)241-0513
1.101 Arpart8h.d. SanJose. CA 96110
(408)275-0300.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
projects, resumes, letters,
There is nothing compared to
mini-micro cassette transcription,
the exhilaration experienced by etc. All formats. Experienced.
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated dependable, quick return.
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Almaden/Branham area.
SJSU student owned & operated. Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

F
N
/AGENCY RATES CALL
.OR
_ATIONAL

408-924-3277

2 BLISS FROM SJSU. Beautiful
room, great house. Deck. Washer
& dryer. So. 12th area. $400/mo.
Avail. Dec. or Jan. 409297-8873
$350/MO + 1/4 um_ Camden &
Hwy 85, close to Nght ral. Al access
quiet, peaceful home 266-6836.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800.8959778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASS’ F
NO OBUGANON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 limes
4 Was
5 Wee

linse

$S

Two
Days
$7
$8

$9
$10

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & Englisn papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cat Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp ri course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty.
Eye Liner - Ups’- Eyebrows.
Expres June 1st, 1995.
408.3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

$1 for each additional line

Five Address
Days
$13 c tv Stet.
$14
$15
$15
Send check or money order t)

Mar the Nth day, rate Inoteassa by $11 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines: $110

Zoo.%

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Si Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
III Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS/ CALL (408)028.3277

_campus Clubs. _Renta Rous,.;
Greek Messages* _Shared Housi-,;
_Events*
_Rea Estate
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found** _Heem./BeauTv
_Sports/Thrills*
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_insurance
Sale
_AutOsFOr
* _Eniertanrnf,.,,,,Computers Etc _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Process,..:
_Opportunities
_Scholarships

*Special student rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

in

TRAVEL

SCHOLARSHIPS
$1000 STUMM SCHMARSHIPSI
$1.000 scholarships ano various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
elgibilfty. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fail 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Marconcies, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Billion in private sector grants arid
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s rcome.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60412.
GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’, wart’ CEW now!
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773
FREE MONEY For Vow Education!
Apply for your snare in ’,anions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.

MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL’
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest . Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Carnpbell Ave. *17.
Campbell . (408)379.3500.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carehilly investigate ag gm’s
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
%mations or merchandise.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the nal isszit.
ACROSS
1
4
8
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
28
29
33
35
37
38
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
50
52
55
59

69
70

Please check
one classification:

924-3282

SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB Jackson. Hole Wyoming. Jan. 914.
$399. Right. 4 Days Ski, 5 Nights
Lodging. Cali 9248113.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

62
64
65
66
67
68

LIH OUI-11117OEHOOD7E7DE==H_IE
=IODODHLLIIIDDHOMEFIEMEEDD MOE
DOEEEDEDEEDODOEODEE=MEEEHHEF
OEMEEEDDEEEIDEMEEEEEEHI-1 I 1 [11-7-Th
Ono
Day
$5
$6
$7

CALL MARCIA 2064448
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Terrn Papers/Resumes
APA Twebia
MLA
Grammar.Rinctuaton,Rrasrg
Tables/Charts/disk edit
bilernellortal Students Mebane
10 minutes from campus!

61

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

SHARED HOUSING

athletic director, said.
"I expect Lou Holtz to be here
for a long time," the Rev.
William Beauchamp, university
vice president, said.
Holtz’s five-year contract was
to expire at the end of next season. and there was speculation
he might step down after that.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:

EMPLOYMENT

15

Viper
Cop’s rounds
River nymph
Movie canine
Bridge part

Boredom

Gnaw
Brains
Young person
Dry, as wine
Bright-colored
bird
Cove
Radio parts
Warm up
Tack on
Ship’s floor
Gaze at
Stop
momentarily
Japanese dish
Radioactive
element
Skunk
Sea duck
Wee
Colorado
Indian
Gusto
Marsh
Quiz
Feudal slaves
Sways
Charm
Baseballer
Gehng
Dayton’s
state
Choose by lot
Kiss and Areas
Fit to Sharpen
Manicurist’s
board
T es the knot
Naval off

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IMMO MI4000 MOO
MORO UMMOO
UMMOR 010000WORIM
GIBM 01110W
MEMO
00001 MUMMA
OWOMMO MOM
MOWN UOMONNUMM
000
WOMMO
OMB
U012012110014 MONO
0210110 0=00E1
001000110 MOM
OUNIQUI
M000 000
WINIMIWOUU 0120011
ORM MENU IMMO
MUM MMOUM MEMO
’24,95

C ,995 tinned Featuro Synchcare

DOWN
I Pale -faced
2 Rainbow trout
3 Plains Indian
4 Purses
5 Miscalculated
6 Locust trees
7 Friends’
pronoun
8 Gets closer
9 Against
10 Two -eight
is four
11 "The Clan of
the Cave Bear"
author
12 Extreme
13 Play opener
18 Mildew
23 Hogloke animal
25 Expert
27 G eek letter
29 Expected to
or rye
30 0 namental
plate

31 Gab
32 Wind -driven
toy
33 Egyptian canal
34 Toledo’s lake
36 Brown pigment
37 Craftier
39 Tennis-court
divider
41 Hall-of-Famer
Mel 44 Blow up
47 Heavy wool
49 Comfort
50 Fresh
51 Planted seed
53 Potters’ ovens
54 Only
55 Woodworking
tool
56 School dance
57 Part of a
window
58 Jug
60 Functions
63 Not cooked

NEM MEM EMMEN
NENE HENN MENNE
MEN MENNEN=
MEMO MEN MENNEN
MENEM EMMEN
NENE MEN HENN
MEN MENEM NNE=
MENNE= MENEM
MENNE MENNE MEN
NENE MEE MEME
u
MENEM
u
MENNEN MEM MINN
=MENNEN= ENNE
MENNE MEN HENN
MENNE MEEN MEN
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Veteran Assemblyman switches to Reform Party
Yournaie Pres

act 1.1I td fits 1111C1111011 10 1110 tot

Democratic
Veteran
A.ssemblvman Domini( cart,.ual paned
affiliauons
has my-itched
Ross Perot’s Reform Patty a
moye that allows the lawmaker to
ayoid a la uising state Senate primary election in March.
Santa Clara County elections
officials said Tuesday that Cortese,
63, re-registered as a Reform Pal Is
and
Monday
late
member

the Senate seat currently held by
Democratic Sen. Alfred Alquist,
who is retiring.
He switched to the Reform
PAM and took out his ’intent’
papers for the state Senate. He
now has until Dec. 29 to (kr. ids
whether to formally lllll name his
candidacy," said The’ esa Rabe, a
representative of the county registrar’s office

id

... state government is just not delivering.
Domc Cortese

California State Assemblyman

99
Cortese’s switch leaves he bitterly divided Assembly with 41
Republicans, 38 Democrats and
one Reform Party member.

Cortese was part of the bare
majority of two Republicans and
39 Democrats who elected moderate Republican Brian Setent oh of

testi() as :Assembly speaker last
September. There was 110 lladiCariots Tuesday if Cortese’s switch to
the Reform Party would threaten
Setencich’s shaky hold on the
Assembly’s top post.
The major Democratic contender for Alquist’s seat is
Cortese’s colleague, Assembly
Budget Committee Chairman
John Vasconcellos, D-Santa Clara,
who has spent 29 years 111 the

Candidate posts inaccuracies on Internet
Campbell aide
makes mistake in
cyberspace
SAN rA CLARA t AP/
lom
Campbell needs no more lessons
on the political perils of cyberspace.
Locked in a congressional campaign. Campbell was taken to task
by his opponent for a position
paper on the Internet. The statement, posted by an aide before
Campbell read it. inaccurately
described his position on offshore
drilling, he said Monday.

I his was not ms (halt, though
iI
my responsibility." he said.
" the ideal is that one person reads
everything. That ideal is not possible, Ijust can’t."
Campbell’s posting on the
World Wide Web, the graphical
part of the Internet, describes his
offshore drilling position as follows:
"Just as Congress proposes giving states greater control over welfare, education and highway
money, it makes sense to give
coastal state control over the offshore oil.
"Whether and when to drill
would then be decided by the people who bear the consequences

of oil spills onshore terninial development, or despoiling the view
from the shore."
Problem is that Campbell, a
moderate Republican with a proenvironment reputation, says he
that.
believe
doesn’t
really
Offering state control of such
drilling is generally opposed by
environmentalists who believe it
could lead to drilling in areas like
the Alaskan coast.
Campbell’s aides attempted to
smooth the matter, dismissing the
idea that Campbell was sympathetic to offshore drilling.
"From day one, Campbell has
always been against offshore oil
drilling," said his consultant Kevin

But the error was a source ofjoy
for Jerry Estruth, Campbell’s opponent in the Dec. 12 special election.
During a debate Sunday, Estruth
accused Campbell of wanting to
return the power of offshore
drilling to the states, and when
Campbell called that a distortion,
Estruth shot back, "If I read your
Web page right. Tom, that’s your
position today."
statewide
the
Meanwhile,
League of Conservation Voters
criticized the Internet statement in
a press released titled, "Tom’s
Tangled Web."

the tax break after Intel announced
plans to build here.
"That’s what was implied to me," said city
councilman Ray Miller. "If they didn’t get the
break, they were going to walk."
Mayor Willard Shenkel said the city reduced
its B&O tax to "make it advantageous for Intel
to come to DuPont."
City officials resisted initially, Shenkel said,
led, "for the good of most people,
but di
DuPiIIt as making a little concession."

.1N)I /kt

der.
The Titan IV, built by Lockheed Martin
Marietta Astronautics, can carry space shuttleclass payloads tip to 20 tons. It is the largest
unmanned booster in the nation’s rocket inventory.
Vandenberg is usually used for launches into
polar orbits.
"Polar orbits are used for spy satellites like
this may be," said John Pike of the Federation
it \ inerican Scientists in Washington, D.C.
vv i don’t know what type of spy satellite it is.

SANTA CRUZ(AP)
A
"Where is she cut?" the disman accused of stabbing his patcher said.
wife to death listened in court
"There’s cuts all over. She
as prosecutors played a frantic got panicked and there was
911 call in which his panting wild flailing around ... She panvoice told how "there’s cuts all icked and slashed at me,"
Donney said.
over."
"I think my wife is dead,"
The dispatcher later conformer Santa Clara University vinced Donney to surrender to
law professor Kenneth Donney police even though the coutold the dispatcher in the early ple’s two children, ages 4 and
morning call on Oct. 27.
7, were awake in the home.
Donney, 49, has pleaded
Donney repeatedly told the
to
innocent
dispatcher
he
wanted to keep
charges of murthe children out
dering his 38wife,
of the bedroom.
year-old
Nina Leibman,
At one point, he
the night before
tells them to stay
out.
he was schedSgt.
Rick
Seiley
uled to move
The dispatchTestifying police officer er tells Donney
out.
Leibman
had filed for
to go the door
with his hands
divorce a month
before.
tip when police
At Donney’s preliminary arrive. But he says he doesn’t
hearing Monday, Santa Cruz want to go to the door because
County Superior Court Judge the children will see their
Bill Kelsay heard the 13-minute mother.
Sgt. Rick Seiley told the
call to 911 in which Donney
said he and his wife had It night court that the children were in
and that during the struggle, separate bedrooms when officers arrived. The woman’s lifehe stabbed her.
Donney told the dispatcher less body was on the floor of a
he was carrying a box, includ- den that had been converted
ing a kitchen knife, and that he into a bedroom.
"The room was full of
tripped and fell on her.
"She panics and she starts to blood," Seiley said.
slash at me, and we tussle," he
Also testifying Monday was
says.
the county’s forensic patholo"So did your wife cut herself gist, Richard Mason.
Leibman, a communications
with a knife?" the dispatcher
Clara
asks.
lecturer
at
Santa
"Yes, and she cut me," he University, was stabbed in the
neck, chest, and back.
said.

The room was
full of blood.

’It could be a big one eventually," he conceded.
Intel also is eligible for a state sales-tax break
of about $22.6 million on its planned $286 million facility. The Legislature approved the tax
break on all new construction and equipment
for manufacturers.
The state last month also gave DuPont a
$500,000 grant to improve its water system, a
necessity to accommodate the 6,000 to 7,900
people expected to work at Intel by 2003.

Titan rocket launches into space with classified payload believed to be spy satellite
NANDI \ BERG AIR l-CU I. BASE, Calif.
(Al’) A 20 -story-tall Titan IV rocket blasted
off Tuesday and roared into space with a secret
payload.
The three-stage, $500 million rocket lifted off
from Space Complex 4-East at 1:18 p.m. said Lt.
John Dorrian. He would only say the payload
was classified. Experts believe it was a spy satellite placed in polar orbit.
"Not only could you hear the roar, you could
feel the excitement as the rocket took off," said
Cal, Judd Blaisdell. tfith Spa«. Ving outman -

SCU professor charged
in knife slaying of wife

id

City reworks tax schedule for construction of new Intel plant
DI PONT, Wash. (API --The city ot DuPont
has joined the state in giving a tax break to
Intel Corp., whose research-and-manufacturing
complex here will increase the local population
tenfold.
The city’s decision to reduce its business-andoccupation tax could save Intel $150,000 to
$412,000 a year. The company could begin seeing those benefits within five years, city
Administrator Roy Bysegger said Monday.
City offu ials said ate% had little hue but to

1.egislatui e.
By switching to the Reform
Party, Cortese will avoid a showdown with Vasconcellos in the
Democratic primary.
Cortese said he was making the
switch because "state government
is just not delivering."
Cortese served on the Santa
Clara County Board of Supervisors
for 12 years before being elected
to the Assembly in 1980.

They are launching three spy satellites in the
next few months and this is one of them," Pike
said.
It was the first Vandenberg launch of a Titan
IV since August 1993 when a rocket and its classified payload blew up 101 seconds after liftoff.
The probable cause was a large repair job on
one of seven segments on a solid rocket motor.
Two attached solid rocket engines boost the liquid-fueled Titan IV’s lift capability. All repaired
segments have since been shelved.
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Now $1,749
ni s32,n,,th,

Borrow S

Macintosh Performer 6214CD
8,1111 RAM/16B bard drive,
PowerPC 15().1 Pmeessor CD-ROM (trim
lc’ color monitor keyboard mouse and
all the software pure likely to need

Apple
Computer Loan
Application

1111111111111111111111
Sure. there’s more thaii one way to get the money you need to buy
a Macintosh’ computer But none is as painless as this. Because
all sou have to do is visit the authorized Apple reseller kstcsl bekm.
apply for an Appie*Computer Loan, and if sou qualify, you can

own a Mac’ for a buck or two a day. That’s riplit, for the price
of a daily lane, s,,,ou can get a Mac and have money left over for
software and a pnnter. RS easy. No groveling for fund.s on the
phone with the folks is required.There’ll be no bail to post after

Power Macintosh’ 7200/75 w/CD
8MB RA4U500,1111 hard dm v.
PoreerPC’ 601 pmcessor, quad speed CD-ROM
drive, 15"color monitor keyboard and mouse.
robbing the bank. You won’t even have to make a payment for
90 days: Just call I-800-Apple-LN to apply, and
the power of Macintosh could soon
be yours. The power to be your best’

ple

OEM

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose State students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN
For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details.
Limited availability on certain products.
**While supplies last! Very limited quantities!
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Personal LaserWriter’ 300
Rmer cartridge and cables included

